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PREFACE

This document is the final report of one of three studies of an over-

all project titled "Evaluation of Bilingual Education Programs.

The three

studies are:

Evaluation of the'Title Vii Spanish/English Bilingual Programs:
Impact Study.

The Identification and Description of Exemplary Bilingual Educatic4,
Progr'ams.

.0"

Study of Bilingual-icultural Program4 Involving Native American,
Indo-Eurc.pean, Asian and Paciric Lani.-:-uaAe Groups (the topic of this final

.repnrt).

The studies for a part of tne Office, of Education's evaluation of

t

the bilingual education programs under Title VII of the Eiementary and
Secondary

uca4ion Act (as amended).

They were conducted' by the American'

A

Institutes r

Research for the Office of Program Planning, Budgeting, and

Evaluation uider Contract No. OEC-0-74-913;.,

The OE project qfficer is

,

'

Eth:ard B.

N. Danofc.

assman

.

1

and the AIR director of the overall project- is Malcoln

The director of, the present study is Richard A. Bond.'

This study has explored a variety of issues in bilingual-bicultural

education for non-Spanish language groups, documentedhow projects have
developed in relation to these issues, investigated some of the costs
associated with different approaches, and assessed the impact of various
programs on the communities they serve.

The purpose of this exploratory

study has been to provide the Office of Education with new informati

about nan-Spanish programs as a basis foetheir improvement.

tte
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SUMMARY

In response to a need for more information regarding bilingual-bicultural education for other than Spanish language. groups, the American

InStitutes for Research (AIR), under contract to the U.S. Office of Educa-

tion, conducted an exploratory study of bi.lingual4icultural'education
involving Native American, Indo-European, Asian and Pacific -language groups.

The study's objectives were to identify the major issues involved in
bilingual- bicultural education for thee target groups, to document the
goalS., approaches, reSources,*or costs which have been affected by these

issues,-to assess the impact lAlingual-abicultural education has had in
c/

their communi ties, and to recommend possible federal program changes.
-------mr7rffitThi literature review of bilingual-bi.cultural education resulted

in the identification of probable issues affecting the operation of bilingual prbjects.

This reviewrwas followed by an in-depth study of 10 selected

projects which included visits.to each project site.

Projects visited

were in Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado, Louisiana, Maine, Montana,
New York, Rhode Island, and. Washington.

I

The language groups included in

the 10-site sample were Chinese, French', Inupiat Eskimo, Italian, Navajo,
Northern Cheyenne, Passamaquoddy-, Pilipino, Portuguese, Ute, and Yupik
'Eskimo.

The major,conclusions and recommendations:
goo

Projects have generally been able to meet a variety of
needs of diverse language and culture groups bedause of the
flexibility provided them in the administration of' Title VII.

There is sdme evidence that Title VII is having long
range benefits to the bilingual groups being setved under this
l'*gislation.

Examples:

More personswith bilingual backgrounds

are becoming involved with the educat on of their children as

teachers and as advisors to projects; c ildren and their communities seem to.have improved their:se f-concepts and are
valuing their languages. and cultures to a greater

egree;

educational materials are being developed which r present the
perspQctive of these language groups, wtereas before such
materials were not available.

S
vii

4

At,the initial stages of project development, resources
and skills are in short supply.

Increased utilization of.plan-

.

ning grants is suggested as one means for facilitating planning,
and development among new projects.
There is a general lack of materials, teaching skills,
.

.

expertise in planning materials development, and evaluation at
the local project level.

One suggested improvement is to pro-

vide continuous technical assistance and training throughout
the life of projects.
s

Local bilingual projects are often not well intdgrated

into the ongoing educational system,, and non-project faculty

members may-not feel either involved or Lommitied to the pro.

jects.

Suggested improvements include greater communication

within the total educational community about purposes, plans,
and status of Title VII projects; increased participation of
non - project personnel in planning and instruction (perhaps

team teaching); anticipating problems (such as'displacement

of non-project personnel); and seeking solutions early, thereby
avoiding unnecessary hardships for.non-project personnel.

Materials which are adequate for the local language and

ry

culture are usually not available at the start of a project,
and staff must spend a large amount of their time in developing
them.

Also, many local staff members whoundertake this're- (

sponsibility need initial training.

-dissemination centers play
technical assistance, traini
ials among projects.

It is suggested that

larger and More activd role in

and the dissemination of meter,

In order t6 6e-St achieve this, it is

suggested that centers be accountable to the projects they
serve.

Summative evaluations at early stages of project
development are often counterproductive.

It is suggested

that the emphasis during the early years be placed upon formative types of tvaluation as a basis for proje.ct revision and

improvement, and that summative evaluations be emphasized later
after project *goals_ and approaches have been set.

9.
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t
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1.1

A number of projects have experienced difficulty in
planning the next year's activities and in retaining staff for
a long. period because funding is typically for one year only

and notification of funding sometimes comes after the end of

thschool year.

It is suggested that the Office of Education

consider increasing the period of funding and that every 'effort

be made to make funding notifications before the.close of
school.

The individual needs of eligible children mar require
different approaches.

Some projects have a transitional ap-

proach (native language to English), while others feel that
they must work initially toward the restoration of the native
language.

In order to allow Title VII to more clearly encompass

.these various approaches, a change in the legislation would
seem to be indictted.

Title VII generally funds projects which are of a
demonstration nature, characterized by a limited period of
funding.. Local agencies-are often unable to afford the continuation of projects after Title VII funding is ,terminated.
The first is to provide fed-.

Two suggestions have been made.

eral help in seeking supplementary sources of funds, and the
second is to explore amending present legislation to provide
supplemental funding in communities that do not have a tax
base, such as reservations.

In schools where both racial and linguistic groups

are found, neither full integration nor complete segregation
can balance the interests of all.

It is suggested that leg-

.

islation be amended so that children in bilingual-bicultural
programs at a given school, do not have to be iji integrated

classes for at least a substantial portion of,the day,, and

that no English-speaking children be excluded from bilingu 1bicultural classes) -f they voluntarily choose to enroll.

10
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INTRODUCTION

y

Backg"round
---...

Schools in thiscountry histo ta 115E. have focused on the educational

needg,of a-dominant English-speaking Population.

The special needs of

' 44
dnildren.froM
different language groups were not met programatically until
-

.

.

1968, when Congress enacted the Bilingual Education Act, Title VII of the
'Elementary and Secondary EducatiomAct.

Little was-known at that time'

about the specific edutational news of non-English-dominhnt children;
except perhaps that the needs were different because the children's lnMost early studies focused on the educa-

gu'age pnd...Zultifte were different.

tional problems of Spanish-speaking children, and other language groups

were somewhat neglected.
In recent years,. however, thke_lias been a marked increase in the
number of 'Kitle VII projects for non-Spanish groups.

In 1973-74, title Vil

,fonded;209.proict'grants.i.nv,olving 24 different language groups.

The
I

number' of language groups'iner ased to 42 in 1974-75, when 383 projects
were funded.

his expansi

,In

,

it has become apparent that' much more

must be known abo t Native Am

ican,lIndo-Edropean, Asian and Pacific

language groups s

al-bicultural programs can be.more direr

that bill

related.to their bducational j eeds.
I'

Purpose

The present study was designed to benefit fro

the experience of on-

,

going bilingual projects in helping to determine needed improvements.
4

More specifically, the purpose was to identify and describe common and
unique.featuieS of programs, determine whether differences in culture and
language among target groups resulted in dbfferent approaches and concerns,
examine resources and costs, assess the itpact .of such programs on the
400.

communities
theS, serve, and make_recommendations to OE flpr tie improvement
.
of bilingual- bicultural programs.

Procedures

This study was exploratory in the sense Alt it.used several sources
to gather information about those issues Of_most concern in the development,
operation, and management,of bilingual- bicultural projects.

Aninitial

literature review orr'bilingual-bicultural education resulted in the
-I

f

r

identification of probable-issues affecting the operation of bilingual pro._

jects.

In

A forpal report of these results was made in November, 1974.

order that. we might be' able to-gathersinformation in greater depth.than

.

. ,

c

O

that proirided by the'literature, a representative sample of 10 programs

was selected for site visits.

Interviews at each site were based in large.

payt on the issues resulting from the earlier review of the literature,
although sufficient flexibility was maintained to eXplfie any pertinent
avenues of concern to the projects and the communities they serve,

Through-

out this total exploratory process, a Bilingual Advisory Panel and other
consultants provided inputs and valuable expertise.
Results

m

arizes .the results of the,10 site

The present r port primarily s
visits.

However,

1

is findings,and re ulting recommendations have benefited

from what was lea

ed frog the literalture and especially from the expert

.advice of consult

ts.
s.4.

The report is organized in'thrSe sections:
,Research Procedures (page 5) summarizes the responsibilities of the

Bilingual Advisory Panel, methods for literature review, process for selec-

tion of the 10 sites, and procedures for collectinganformation during
Site visits.

Study Findings (page 17) explore a variety of concerns Of bilingualbicultural projects, un4er eight ge4Aral headings:
a.

Program planning

b.

Program management and administration

c.

Bilingual-bicultural curriculum and instruction

d.

Materials acquisipion-and development

e. 'Staff recruitment and-development
$1

fs

Parent and community involvement

g.

Community impact

h.

'Program and student evaluation
:11%....M.

Conclusions and RecomlenaaKOns (paga

A7

,

') are presented in twd parts.

The first part is addressed, to possible improvemenis which could be made

by the Office of Education insupport of individual bilingual-bicultural r-

5

&

2

projects.

The second part concerns the impact of federal/legislation

under which the bilingual projects are funded.

It suggestsyssible

.amendments of that legislation ,Aich could improve the' effectiveness of
bilingdal education.

a

Iv

a

ti

ti

3
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'

RESEARCH PROCEDURES

To meet the objectives of this study.,-the following research procedures Were followed:
1.

An on =going advisory panel composed Qf knowledgeable individuals

in.ti2e field of bilingual education was established to reyi4w plans and
,key documents at appropriate points during ti,' study.
2.

A literature review was conducted. to identify issues in

bilingual education that were particularly relevant to Native American,
Indd European, Asian and Pacific language groups.

3., Ten Title VII projectswere selected for site visits so that
-

i
some ok the major issues could be further investigated.

4.

Project documentation was requested and reviewed in advance of

the site visits.

Individual structured interviews were Conducted with

project staff and members of the community served by the project.
5:

Data, were organized to permit a comparative analysit.

6.

Research findings were reported in terms of the study'S estab-'

lished objectives.

Bilingual Advisory Panel

Assisting in the overall "Evaluation of Bilingual Education Programs"
were a number of experts in the field of bilingual. education.

these.experts served on the Bilingual Advisory Panel.

Some of

They are identified

in the acknowledgements.

The Panel's functions in regard to the present study were As follows:
1.

To advise, review, and make comments and suggestions on the

various products' submitted as part of this study.

these included."The

Identification of Issues in Bilingual.Education of Particular Relevance to
Native American,' Indo- European, Asian and Pacific Language groups"; "Final.
.

Study Design", which included theinterview guides; and "Draft of the
Final Report."
2.

To /advise on the criteria for selection of sites to be 'isited
C.

'during datajcollection:.

.17
=

5

)
3.

make sugesti)ns of possible ritle.%Il prOjects to be site

visited.

To review data collection procedures.
e

5.

lo review findings and advise on conclusions and recommendations.

This study also benefited from the advice of other experts in lan.

guages and cultures relevant to the Study.

These experts are also listed

in die acknowled2-ements section.

Literature Review
-

.ne purpose of .tDis review was to select the major issues wnich create

if:er-ent pr.:ulem!, and concerns in bilingual education -among Native Ameri-

can, Inds- European, Asian and Pacific ianzlige groupsi 'Reiiewed sources

included journals, books. and'ERIC documents-regarding edutation, bilingual
.education, and the cultures of-the target gro011s.

Other important sources

were Title VII pfoject proposals and evaluation reports.

All Title VII

proposals for these target groups in fiscal year 1974-,75-.were reviewed.

The issues identified it this review provided kw.:y criteria for-.

selecting the ilingual project

to site visit add served as a framework
.

for developing issues and variables to be explored dying data collection.
The issues from the litlrature review were presented ina report submitted
c

to tWOffice,of Education in Novgaber, 1974, titled "Identification of
Issues and Hypotheses in Bilingual Education of Particular Relevance to
:iativ6 American, Indo-European, Asian and Pacific Language GrOups" and are
summarized in Appendix A.

Selection of Sample

A sample of 10 title VII bilingual projects was selected forsi:M
visits from Title VII $rojects, other than Spanish; funded and operating,

in fical year 1974.

Through examination of Title VII project proposals

deterand evaluation repurts, unique and common features of projects were
.

mined so that sites could be selected which met two basic.goalS:
11)

Information gathered from the site visits would bear on the
stated objectives of this project, and

6

Data 'obtained Would'be generalizable to the larger population of

projects for Native American, Ind8-European, Asian and Pacific language
groups.

.

.

Listed below are'the'criteria used in selecting the programs.
1...

Projects selected should be representative of the languages and

cultures served by Title VII.
In fiscal year 1974-75, 383 bilingual project's had been edtab.

lisped through Title VII, representing 42 different language groups.

The

"Study of Bilingual-Bicultural Education Involving Native American,. Indo-

European, Asian and Pacific Language Groups" surveyed 41 of these language
groups, excluding Spanish.

There were 23 different Native American language

groups, 7 different'Indo-European language groups, and 11 'Asian and Pacific
Island language groups.

With the one exception notdd in.criterion 2 below,

the 10 projects selected for/ite.visits are representative of the pfopprtion of projects for each langbage group:

five Native American .projects,

three Indo - European projects, and two Asian and Pacific projects.
2.

Projects selected should be generalizable to other language groups

with the same concerns or problems.

Alehough the purpose of the exploratory study was to identify
differences in bilingual projects of the target groups and reasons.for
those differences, it was also necessary to maintain some generalizability

throughlt the study.

In some cases a project's situation was so unique

that another project would not be able to replicate or use information from

4
)

that site.

This was particularly true with, bilingual projects in Trust

Territory areas, because of their specia'l.political,,socilT, and educational
climate.
4

Hence, projects with unique features were selected only when they

were generalizable to other Title VII bilingual projects.
3.

Projects.selectedishould have characteristics or concerns related

to a significant number of the issues identified in the literature review.

The earlierliterature review provided' information regarding the
target groups and identified issues and concerns in bilingual-bicultural
education important to them.

In selecting our sample of lOrprojects,.all

available docuffients from operating Title VII profects for the target groups

9.
7

were carefully reviewed, and major issues were identified.

This reyiew

process and the issues were then used to identify projects which had unique
proble

or concerns and different approaches to solving these problems.

Because the size of our sample was r. ly small, it would not
.

have teen possible to investigate all of the many important and unique
.

.

issues identified in the literature review.
.

To explore as many issues as

possible, however, each.project selected for site.visits had po have a
range of different issues in, and resulting approaches to, bilingual educe..

tion.

Thus, the data collected could provide groups that are interested

in setting up new projects,'or in revising old projects, with informatimh
that would be valuable in dealing with the same kind of issues.
Further consideration was given to the following points:
-

Geographic diSpersion of the projects

-

Population served by the project

-

Language(s) in the project

-

Length of time pperating under'Title VII

Future ciutlook o-theyroject
On the basis'of th6se criteria, 10 projeCts were selected
visits and agreed to participate in the study.'

Native American Sites
1.

Alaska State Operated School System
Bilingual Education Prograi
Anchorage, Alaska

Bilingual Program inInupiat Eskimo
Noorvik, Alaska.:

Bilingual Program In Central Yupik Es kimo
Atmautluak,_ Alaska,
2.

Rock Point Bilingual Education Program

Navajo)
Chinle, Arizona
3.

Project SUN
(Spanish, lite, Navajo)

Cortez, Colorado
4.

WabnakiBilingdal Education Program
(Passamaquoddy)
Calais, Maine

8
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5.

Northern Cheyenne Bilingual Education Program
(Norfhetft-Cheyenne)

LiMe Deer, Montana
Indo- European Sites
6.

Lafayette Parish Bilingual Education Program
(French)

Lafayette, Louisiana
/

7.

AVANTI - An Apprbach to Italia/ Bilingual Education
(Italian)

Brooklyn; New yoik
8.

Portuguese Bilingual Education ,Program
Providence, Rhode Island
,

Asian and Pacific Language Sites
9,

10.

Bay Area Bilingual Education League (BABEL)
(Cantonese,-.Tilipino*, Spanish)
Berkeley, Richmond, Oakland, California
Seattle. Bilingual Schools
(Cattonese,'Pilipino, Spanish)
Seattle,. Washington

All 10 bilingual education project's were located in the United States
and represented a wide geographical distribution.

In addition to their

regional location, the projects were chosen for their varioigenvironmental
The Alaska projects were in extremely isolated locations; four

aspects.

Native American sites were on reservations; and onelNatiVe American site
was off reservation.- All had varying degrees of isolation.

The French

-,project.was located in a semi-rural area; and the Cantonese, Italian,
Pilipino, and.PortugUise projects operated in urban locales.'

The characteriptics'of the population served also varied from project
to project.

Half of the projects served more than one language group, encl,.

all of the projects served sbdents with 'wide ranges of language-speaking
Projects in urban areas served primarily recent immigrants, and

ability.

.

,

Native American projects sefved indigenous children.

Communities served bX

the bilingual projects-were generally in loW incaMe areas where uneMplayment
was high and the'education level was low.

4.

'

* Pilipino is used when ,ref.erente is made 'to the language, while Filipino is
I
used when reference is made to the people..

.s

4
,

9
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The projects varied in the length of time they had been operating
under Title VII, which offered the opportunity to view the projects in
varying stages of development.

For example, two projects were in their

first year of program operations (Seattle Bilingual. Education Program;
Project AVANTI).

One project was in its third year under Title VII monies

(Northern Cfieyenne Bilingual Education Program).

Two projects were in

their fourth 'ear (Wabnaki Bilingual Education Program; Rock Point Bilingual
Educe-trim Program).

Four projects were. ii their fifth year (Alaska State

erated School System; Lafayette Parish Bilingual Education Program; Project SUN; Bay Area Bilingual Education.League).

One project was in its ,

sixth year of Title VII (Portuguese Bilingual Education Program).

In two of the projects, (Alaska State Operated Schools; BABEL) the
project length varied.

Though these projects had been operating under

Title VII monies for five years, instructional programs which served language groups of interest to this study had not been in operation that long.
The Pilipino program-in BABEL and the Yupik Eskimo program, at the village,

of Atmautluak were in their first year of operation, while the Inupiat
Eskimo program at the village of Noorvik was in its second year of operation.
The size of the 10 projects "tared a.diversity of issues relevanf to
irk

the study.

The largest project was Alaska State Operated School System.

This,central agency provides bilingual education, under Title VII monies,
to 45 villages in 12 native languages 4apd some 28 different dialects.

Two'

projects were a consortium of school districts providing bilingual education
in several districts and,schdols.

Project SUN in Cortei", Colorado, operates

under the Southwest Board of Cooperative Services, providing bilingual
education in five district schools fo'r three language groups.

The Bay Area

Bilingual Education. League in die San Brancisco Bay Area is'a consortium of

four school districts providing bilingual'education for three language
groups,.

All of the projects were providing 'Si:lingual education in the .elementary grades, and one project, BABEL, also had bilingual classes operating
in one high school.. Most projects were undergoing vertical expansion each
year such that the numb'efof grades was often determined by the number of
years under Title VII monies.

99
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Data Collection Instruments

The exploratorycmature of the present study necessitated _a data collection plan that was structured enough to direct the study toward accom,

pldshing its goals but flexible enough to accommodate the variousAqsueg,
concerns, and project, differences involved.

To meeC these specifications,

a program documentation package,(Appendix B) was developed.

This package

was designed to compile syStematic data about each project site. ,-However,

it also had to allow for site-specific differences, since the projects

were in varying stages of development,,served different language groups.
had different objectives, faced different problems and concerns, and used
a variety of approaches to bilingual education.
Therefore, the package outlined in a general way the kind of data-t-6

be collected but without specifying the exact questions to be asked.

Each

site required alterations to the outline to enable exploration of sitespecific issues and to perfit'different approaches to the collection o.f
the data.

The program documentation package included data collection guides'
designed to obtain descriptic.re information about the following:

the pro-

ject's general operating procedures, specific'infoimation about the projeet.'s

components, the unique features and issues in bilingual education that

affect the project's operation, the project's impact on the community, and
cost factors that affect the project's develobment or operation.
.

It out-

-.-

lined a comprehensive approach to data collection, whereby information

could be sought from a variety of sources, including project documedtP,
project staff, parents, community members, and community groups.

Data collection guides were developed through the cooperative efforts
of AIR staff,.Bilingual Advisory Panel members, and consultants to the
study.

During,January and February of 1975, draft versions of the data

collection plan -were submitted to OE, Bilingual Advisory Panel members, and
consultants ,for review, comments, and suggestions.

Based on feedback from

the-reviewers, AIR sttaft made revisions to guides prior to field use.
Site Visits

Ten bilingual-projects operating in 17 schools were sitgevisited

during N#rch, April, and May of 1975.

During these site visits, AIR staff

ob4ervId classrooms and project operations, interviewed project staff and
compoility members, examined available project documents, .d verified

In order toMaimize the Oppor-

information obtained prior to the visit.

tunity to obtain information at each'site and to ensure that each site
visit was as unobtrusive and nondisruptive as possible, AIR staff obtained
project documents before the site visits, established contact through telephone conversations and correspondence,-and informed the project-director
of the kinds of information needed and the lines of inquiry to be pursued
.during site visits.
S__cite_ 'visit teams.

Each of the 10 site visits involved a two-person
A.

1*' -,-)

tom.

One of thea1.4hors of this repoit served,as one member of
A-

;

the team.

.

Ancexert
from the bilingual projedt's communityworking.as a
p
*

-7,:,

--.

consultant-to AIR, was the second
team, member.
7'

---,

These locaUexperts were located through contact with-project dieec,

,,

Experts generally had the following characteristics and qualifica-

tors.

tions:

a.

A cultural and linguistic background similar to,the native language

group;
,

and

2.

Familiarity with the project and community being site visited;14

3.

Some familiarity with research procedures or prior experience

.

.

vith consulting and/or evaluation work:The purpose of having-a lbcal'eXpert was to facilitate interviews in
the project and in the community-.

Specifically, the experts committed

three to five days to the study and were responsible for the following
site visits tasks:
.

Interview community members, using the interview guides to col.-

leci community impact data;
2.

Translate and summarize results of the interview;

3.

Assist, when necessary, in Other detgils of data collection such

as interviewing project staff.

12
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Prior to data collection, the AIR staff member met with the local
expert for a mutual orientation and training session." At that time, the
AIR staff member solicited more information regarding the community and
prepared the local expert for the community'interviews.

The goals of the

study, the proposed data collection plan, interview ethics and procedures
were explained fully to the local expert, with role playing as the primary
training technique.

In many cases, the,AIR staff member accompanied the

local experts in the community, providing, on-going training as was needed.

In other projects, the AIR staff member held informal meetings with the

local expert after the interviews to examine the results and to provide
additional advice or suggestions as were necessary.
I

Community Interviews
ar

Various members of the communities served by the ,bilingual projects

were interviewed at each site to explore issues related to the. impact the
project had had

'Mose interviewedlincluded p

he community

students, community leaders, and other persons recommended by pro

ents of
ct staff.

Since the study was exploratory, the sample of parents and other community
members was selected by the project staff-and the local e xpert,
ance from the AIR staff member.

guid-

An attempt was madeto sample parents and

community members who would be representative of tOe population and who
also would be will...ion to voice their opinions and views.
'

The local expert personally contacted these persohs to determine their
willingnesi to partiCipate in the study and to schedule a convenient time
for the interview.

Interviews took place,in the community, often at an

A,

individual community member's home:

To compensate for his/her time and

essistancea five dollar stipend was given to eadhinterv"iewee.
4

Data Recording Procedures
Note taking and/or tape recOrding were the primary. methods used in.

preserving the information collected during site visits.

The tape recorder

was used during interviews if the interviewee felt comfortable with it.

Most of the interviews with the project staff involved hothnot

taking and

recording, i4hile most intet42iews in the community involved onlyjlote taking.
However,

.e recordings of community interviews were used in communities

a
13

when a majority of community members were monolingual in their native
language.

Careful translations were then possible after the ,interview.-

At the end of data collection, the AIR steff*mber reviewed project
information collected at the site with the project director.

This p

Ided

an early opportunity for mutual 'review, comments, additions, or deletions

to project data.
is \

Data Analysis and Reporting

ff

Upon completion of data collection, a project suMtary was writtk
for each of the sites.

The project summaries were based on the following

outline:
I.

Project Overview
4.

A.

Identification
,*/

B.

Ajectiyes and Procedures

C.

Staffing

D.
II.

III.
IV,

Facilities

Program Components
A.

Program Planning

B.

Program Management and Administration

C.

Bilingual-Bicultural Curriculum and Development

D.

Materials Acquisition and Development

E4

Staff "Recruitment and Development

F.

,Patent

G.

,erogramankStudent EValuation

and CumMunity inVolvement

Community Impact

issues to Bilingual-Bicultural Education

of'f

Farticular Relevance

to Site

The summary format provided a basis for examining the data across
sites and preparing 'a comprehensive, comparative analysis.
Following the writing of summaries, findings from .all 10 projects
were reviewed and compared, one component,at a time, to identify protilems

and issues that seemed most significant.

A discussion of the significant

'issues, supported by relevant findletslalls p0 resented in the Study Findings

.
14

.)
4

section of the present report.

These findings were thqn analyzed by the
.

,

$ilingual Advisory.Panel, a number of consultants, and-the study staff.
The resulting; conclusions and recommendations are presented in the

,

fihaPseCtion.'

;.
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STUDY FINDINGS

The study findings are organized under the following general headings.
1.

Program Planning

2.

Program Management and Administration

3.

Bilingual-Bicultural Curriculum and Instruction
Materials Acquisition and Development
Staff Recruitment and Development
Parent and Community Involvement

27.

8.

Community Impact

Program and Student Evaluation

Under each of these general ileadings, a number of topicd emerged as

important foci for summary and analysis of findings.

Some topics are

unique to only one or several bilingual programs, while others are of common concern to a number of programs.
Program Planning

.

As each'bilingual project plans'its operations, it must complete

4

4

Each project must conduct a needs assessment; prepare 0

Several stepg.

,proposal which will address these needs; 'plan a curriculum; obtain, adapt,

and develop instructional materials appropriate to ti

hire, and traknstaff; aiI

curriculum; recruit,

gat.h4lidespread support for the project.

These planniflg and proposal development stages are part of an on-going
process which occurs each year.

The 10 bilingual projects visited encountered'
4

_-

a number of problems in, undergoing this process.

These major issues are

discussed under the following -topqc headings:
410-

1.

Preparation time for beginning projects;
Proposal preparation;
Budget preparation;
Funding uncertainties;

Nottfication of funding;
Title VII and other federal program policy conflicts;
Title VII and desegregation policy conflicts; and
Project continuation.
tc,

Preparation time.for beginning projects.

21.
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Many projects had

11

insufficient time to prepare their instructional programs before classron
For example, sever41 llative American projects

instructiQn was to begin.

wt-re committed to providing an instructional program in the school in 'their
\
first .year of operation. c In the first year, the- local language had- not

been written; there were limited instructional materials; and the instruc-

lhse

tional staff were not prepared adequately for classroom instruction.

factors contributed:to the inadequacy of the bilingual curriculum in the
tirst Year and to some criticism trom the school administrators and teach.

Project. staff felt that much of this could have been avoided-if'they

trs.

were allowed. to enter the cPassroom after some initial problems had been
resolved.

i!roposarareparation.

Project directors considered proposal dDrt-

r.aration and its Impa-ct on on-going work each year to b'e a problem.

They

noted that just when the teachers, curriculum and materials developers,

project directors, and other project staff were involved in developing th
_

curriculum for the 4urrent year, they had t' sniff x their thinking and

prepare for the following year.

Based on eperidnce from less than,a half

or the project year, staff had to consider goals, needs, problems) and
projected budgets to be documented for the next proposal.

Much timcand

effort was taken away from the project-when staff were not directly: apply-

ing all manpowerto carrying out the tasks at hand.Another concern among projects was the changes_in'Title VII regulations
Notice of these changes came late in

which affected proposal preparation.

proposal preparation, sometimes after the proposal had bean prepareci.
These rctgulationswere qft'en not explained adequately to project direetdrs,

making it difficult.for them to make We necessary adjustments in the pro.'-

posaf.
,

Budget preparation.,

Budget preparation 'requires careful. evaluation

of ()clefs needs for the following year and preparation of meticulous cost

projections to Meet those needs.

However, project staff noted there here

no equdtabie criteria for developing bondgEts.

One project was told what

they could include, while another projedLwas left unincormed.

As a result,

budgets were'cut in areas where there mas a real need, with no expianatiops
from the Off4ce of.Educalion (OE).

farremoved from the peopleY

Sc veral 'projects felt that OE was too

They indicated a need for guidance from

1.2
9
A
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Title VII, yet their travel to Washington was too expensive, thus imprac.

tical.

Funding uncertainties.

After the proposal was prepared and sub.

mitted, there was a long wailing period before notification of funding
was given.

Directors noted that this situation hampered long7range plan,

ning.

Staff members with families to Support were concerned, about not

havingitheir positions refunded, and despite their commiment to the project, they often accepted more stable jobs elsewhere.

Also, personnel'

felt that training in speeialty'areas might become obsolete if their
positions were not there the following year.

This was especially true fpt.

. 'projects nearing their fifth year of operation.
.

The Title VII funding uncertainties were also compounded by local
fulling uncertainties.

In Seattle and New York, for example, regular

school operations were dependent upon'a tax levy that must be passed each,.
year.

If the levy does not.pass, state or city support of the bilingual

program is in jeopardy.

Consequently, a condition for continued Title VII

support might not be met.
Notification of funding.

For those projects whose proposal have

been approved, the notification.of Title VII funding came very late in the
school year, typically after June 30.

Projects.could not hire staff for

the following year'nor could work continue on the project until funding
was secure.

For example, one project was notified three weeks before the

fall term was to begin that they had been funded.

Although the program

had been operating for a year, expansion plans required additional teachers,
classrooms, materials, coordination, and. planning with school principals.,
Title VII and, other federal policy conflicts.

In Seattle,

cipal expressed concern over the implementation of aliew bilingual program
for,Chinese students because of conflicts that he perCeived with other
federally-financed programs in the school.

During the current y4f, two

kindergarten classes at the school were involved in a Follow Through program
using the DISTAR approach to reading.

For success, the Follow Through

program required that students be grouped according to DISTAR specifications.

Consequently, any new pregram that involved different groupings for the
students would affect the existing Follow Through program.

30
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The principal

was concerned that the rte: bilingual program would dilute the benefits of

what was proving to be a -uccessful Follow Thiough program.

There was a

possibility that the new bilingual program, would jeopardize the school's

.

eligibility for Follow Trough funding by not permitting them to meet all.
of the. mandated requirem nts.

Title VII and de egregation policy conflicts., Integration and
busing were reported as troublesome issues, by two projects.

Interpreting

and applying desegregat on laws might create a situation in direct conflict
f meeting the individual needs of project children.

to the project's goal
If children are grOupe

by language dominance for bilingual instruction,

then they are segregat d along ethnic lines.

For example, if Italian

children who are white are grouped for Italian instruction, they are
segregated from black children.

When this occurs, the desegregation law

Project AVANTI's approach to this dilemma was to

appears to be violate

grOup children in aca emic subjects by language dominance and ability,

thus facilitating meting students' educational needs.

However, these

children are not gro ped for nonacademic subjects such as art, music, and
Though this project has met this problem sucessfully,

physical education.

the federal governme t has not provided guidelines to help federally-aided
ederal policies that seemingly contradict one another.

projects cope with

't

the Portuguese have built alcommunity around their lan-

In Rhode Island
guage.

hildren tp the local school are Portuguese and speak

Almost all

=Portuguese.

Under' the desegregation laws, they will now have to be bused,

outside of the community.

They anticipate this situationmill result in

some Portuguese children being deprived of bilingual education in the integrated schools where bilingual instruction is nor offered.
Project continuation.

Title VII legislatiOn has required local

educational agencies (LEAs) to indicate their support for the bilingual
projects by 'gradually absorbing eachiyear some costs of the project.

is not feasible in some communities

ThEs

hat do not have a tax base from which.

additional reven e can be sought.

merican project located on ileservations-indicateethat

Each Native
G.

/r".

.

this situapion

.

.

revented.LEAs from continuing the 'bilingual projects.

"
Through there may be support, from local commutlities, local School administrators,
a

31
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and school boards for the bilingual projects, the individual states or in.
some cases, the Bureau'of Indian Affairs makes the decisionS".regarding

apOropriationsto these §chools.

At Rock Point, the local school board

contracts for control:of the school from the Bureau of Indian Affairs;

'however, there is no additional revenue for bilingual education that can
be sought from the BIA for the Project costs.

Likewise in Maine and

Montana, the Passamaquoddy and Northern Cheyenne schcibls are funded Crom

the respective stases, since no -focal tax revenue exiStsDifferent
state educational priorities and lack of state revenue prevent the LEAs
from absorbing the costs of the project.

Among Indo-European, Asian and PaCific language projects, district and
state appropriations. determibe if bilengual projects would survive.

In

Louisiana, the local community is economically. depressed akd cannot absorb

In New York, the city's present financial crisis

the costs of the project.

strongly suggests cutbacks in city programs, including bilingual education.
Program Management and Administration

The major issues involved for projects in program management and
administration are discussed Under the followirig topics.;
a'

School support;

Acquisition of project office and classroom space;
Administrative issues in serving multiple schools and districts;
and

Administrative issues in serving multiple language groups.'
School support.

An important issue in administration Jor bilingual

i)pr6jects is the degree of support the project receives from the school
administrators and personnel.

The attitudinal respOnse from the school'

toward the project can have a positive or adverse effect on many aspects
of the project.

For, example, projects that lad a supportive School admin-

istration and staff were successfully integrated within tha total school
7herp was'a cooperative attitude among both project- and school

program.

4
staff such that the project 'was develop
.1

g well.

New ideas in ch4nging

curriculum training or materials development were successfully Integrated
with a minimum of chaos.

-

.

3 9
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However, where the school-administration's attitude was described as
,

Native paraprofessionals lacked sup-

"tolerant," mare problems prevailed.

port and reinforcement from the school staff, and felt unequal to the
teachers'in the school.
.

Change within the school was also difficult, and

the relationship between school and 'project administrators was strained.
117

Projects reported that the support of the school for ehe project was a
-key factor in their successful development.

Other pioblems encountered in getting support from school teachers for
the bilingual project ate discussed below.
1.

Didpkacement o4. non-bilingual teachers.

At several projects, the

4

long-range plan called for adding a grade level each year to the bilingual
program.

Thus, a program which started out serving jqSt kindergarten and

first grade students would expand vertically, adding one grade level each
year until by the sixth year there was a bilingual class at each grade
level.

This meant ttl-Ft each yeai a regular class was replaced by a bilin-

gual class and that a regular teacher was displaced by a bilingual teacher.
The vertical expansion of the bilingual program was viewed as a threat-to
the job security of the regular teachers.

Older teachers who had viewed

their position at the schools as secure until retirement, were pargicularly
threatened.

This condition sometimes la to compAition and a divisive

rather than a cooperative spirit between the bilingual staff and the
ft

regular school staff.

44,

46,
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2.

Instructional assistants, for bilintual teachers.

When.instructional

P

assistants were provided for the bilingual teachers, while regular teachers
/
with thalsame class load did not have assistants--,/somtension reskilted.
Project directors were sensitive to distinCtions inade between Title V]

andnod-Title 1UII teachers.
.

3.

,

Releabed time and special workshops for bilingual teachers.

icies which permitted the bilingual teachers to have some released time
for visiting b=ilingual claSsrooms at other schOols or to attend special

workshops were sometimes seen as unfair practices by regular classroom
teachers.' Regular teachers felt that they should'have similar benefits

'
(

since they had equal responsibilities.

i

Acquisition of project. office and classroom space.' While most pro-

jects had little difficulty in securing the necessary space for project
operations, two Native American projects had a different situation.

Be-

.

cause several federal projects were operating in the school and on the
reservation, there were no office or work facilities for Project staff.
.

Consequently, the project's first most costly acquisition had to be a
Mobike trailer, where curriculuru and materials development and-project
administration were' conducted.

In-another Native American project, there was no additional classroom
space where bilingual-bicultural classes could take place.

Since .the

.

tribe wanted only native children1learning the native language, separate
facilities were'necessary.

Under the Johnson O'Malley Act, funds were

secured for a-mobile classroom located beside the school.
4
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Administrative issues in serving multiple schools and districts.
Extensive travgf,.its costs, and its- impact on individual schools were the

major issues'among projects sewing multiple schools and districts.

Pro-

,

ject SUN provides bilingual educdeion in five districts for three language
' groups:

Spanish, Ute, and,Navajo.

The central project office is located

in Cortez, eolprado; however, the schools are as far as 75 miles away from
the main office.

As a result, the project director, is limited to traveling

to each site 6nly once a month because of the distance of Schools from one

another a d the amount of administrative paperwork involved Woperating
the larg

proje'Ct.

Project' instructional staff in each school must work

*

autonom usly, using the central eUtle VIIproject office as azservice
organiza
needed.

on to provide whatever field, advice, training, and

gterials are

However, this creates an additiotcal$burden on the kraal native

instructors who lack the necessary training to always work aldhe.
In Alaska where there are programs in some 72 different rural villages,
.

instructional staff at each school reZy on support services provided by
the Alaska State Operated School System's (ASOSS) regional office sand the
central office in Anchorage.

Despite this available assistance, the iso-

N

lation of villages and the difficulty, sometimes impossibility, and expense
:

of'travel make it difficult to aid local sites extensively.

Out of nec-,

essity, an autonomous situation for staff in these programs is created,

requiring that the local'school and sAaff develop much of their own

0
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materials and so11.4 their own local problems.
a

In Project AVANT!, the director was able to visit each of the three
schools once a week and.p.a.intain frequent telephone Contact with an onsite coordinator.

This approach was successful in'avoiding and solving

problems created by an off-site administrator.

Administrative issues in serving multiple language groups.
serving -more than two language groups had uniqqe concerns.

Projects

For-example,

the Project SUN's director noted the following concerns:
.1.

Experts in te and Navajo culture are needed.

The project cannot

,make decisions which affect these tribes without-consulting them, and
parvots do not always know What is acceptable to the tribe.

Among the

Ute people, there are many concerns regarding the use of the language and
culture in the schdol.

Primarily, they fear the language and culture will

be misused by non-Utes.
c.

1.. Each language group needs separate coordination of programs sinc
each has its unique need's.

This project and others found it necessary to rery on community committees and individual community liaisons to aid the,-projects in providing
appropriate bilingual - bicultural education programs

o meet the communities'

unique needs.
.,,..

---

'3. )One set of curriculum objectives has been pr pared for all schoolS

in the project, which cross all language groups, bu some objectives are
.

-

not appropriate for all and need further work to be 1Individualized to ---schools ar

language groups.

..,

'

Bilingual-Elcultual Curriculum and Jnstruction,
Efforts in planning, administration, staff.and

community involvement, and evaluation are aimed at

>

4terials development,
ro"viding the most

effective bilingual-bicultural education program to Alketithe eiucational,
4 =

linguistic, and cultural needs of the project's-target population.. Tbe
most important focal points of these efforts are. tl+ bilingual- bicultural

curniculum and instruction.

As a result, the majo

the other Components ultimately affect this one

kontrit, and in many

instances, the other problems serve to weaken th

lingual-bialtural
x,

-
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issues found in all

curriculum and instruction,

While issues from ail components overlap and intersect one another,
The most

for discussion purposes they have been artificially classified.

pressing issues of the bilingual-bicultural curriculum and instruction are
those which deal with the effect of lack of resources, such as.materials
and staff.

The,discussion of these issues will be presented in detail

within the components of materials acquisition and development and staff
recruitment and development.

rn this section of the findirigs,the major issues of the bilingualbicultural curriculum and instruction are discussed under the following
topics:

$.

cultural and linguistic considerations of students participating
in projects;
.qoals of bilingual-bicultural education;

. -Bilingual-bicultural curriculum and instructional approaches;
o

Bilingual-bicultural curriculum resources;

S

Cultureand curriculum; and
Differences in language learning.

Cultural and linguistic considerations of students participating
The students participating in the 10 bilingual project s

'in projects.
.

e

..-

repretented-a wide range of cultural backgrbunds and linguistic ability.

In project situated in urban areas, a majOity of the target students
were monolIngdral'in their native language, because of the large influx of

recent iminigraets into t%ities.

New arr ivals generally move tp areas

'where theie Is a common language, and as a result; there is'little use of
-

.

.

V

_English iiithese communities.
!

.

Children enter school virtually monolingual

a

speakers of their native language.

kikewisa,in Native American reservations or villages where native
people are isolated from the Anglo towns and in
the children who enter school speak only their

'

uences, the majority of

L tive

language.. In the

Rock Point Bilingual4ducation Program, Navajo children live in a total'
Thereis little moti.7ation or environ-

Navajd-socio-linguistic environment.
mental pressure t o use.English.

English

Since students wre exposed to very limited

firing the school day, the majority of students remain primarily.

35
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Navajo speakers throughout their sc hool years.. These situations Create

an acute need for recognition and use of,the native language and culture
in the School.

When the Native Americans leave the reservation, they are in a similar
They move to a community where there are

position as imm igrant families.

other native speakers, often these are relatives and friends.

One of the

sites visited was providing'bilingual-bicultural e ducation in a community
.

.4

largely populatedby off-reservation Navajos.

The students within the

project had a wide range of English and Navajo-speaking background.

Those

who wete recent arrivals from the nearby Navajo reservation were, primarily
mopolingual speakers of Navajo.

.other Navajos who had been residents of

the community longer either spoke or understood Navajo.

Tfit transition

from the Navajo reservation to this off-reservation community was greatly
facilitated by the bilingual education'project.
.

In many of the projects, however, a majority.of

rget students had

The dominant langua e sin the home was-

limited English- speaking ability.

Other than Englishthough students were exposed to an English-speaking
environment in school, n local towns, or through'television.

Project

directors noted that students. learn a different form of English in their

community, often a combination of English and their native language.

These students often function as slow

This creates limited English usage.

learners Principally because of previous limited sxposure to the standard
English on which the regdlar program is structured.,

Several projects-had a majority of students who wee.primarily English
speakers, but who spoke a differelot English dialect.

In these communities,

the home or community environment encouraged English speaking,, but it was

a variant form of English that was encouraged.

Project staff reported that

students were reluctant to talk to teachers and their English-speaking
peers because of their accent or English.

Further, self - concept and
.

achievement were adversely affected.

Project direetors and teachers felt

it was necessary to pi-ovfde bilingual- bicultural instruction for these

children as it-equipped them with skills necessary t6 foster standard
English and helped them develop a poositive self-concept.

coals of bilin ual-bicultural education:
r

'37
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The goals of ,bilingual-

bicultural education followed two major ti-let'lieS-afiltin'g all projects. '24):-.Toe.

first goal was to provide native children with successful eduCatlonal
experiences relevant,to their language and culture.:' Inherent within this

goal was the development of a positive self-concept and an appreciation of

.

and maintenance of ties with their cultural heritage.

2)

The second goal,

was to provide children with the necessary skills to function successfully,
in an English-speaking enviroeMilt.

/

tJhile the first goal was common among projects,,the 'second goal varied

among projects in terms of the extent,to which it was reached.

For example,',

all projects wesre asked to ascribe their projects according to Fishman
and Lovas. (1970) categories of bilingualleducation patterns, which are
described as follows:

1. Transitional bilingualism:

In programs of thiS nature, the ,,other

tongue is used only until the. children adjust to school and are able to,

0

follow the academic subjects in the'second language.
0

2. Monoliterate bilingualism:

Programs oT this nature haV,e, as a goal

the development ()Coral language in the mother tongue and the second language: but ieadingvis taught only in the second language.

Pr8gramslwith

this kind of orientation represent an intermediate stage between languages
shift and language maintenance.
3.

Partial bilingualism:

Programe of this nature have as an objet-

tive fluencylkind literacy in both languages, but literacyin the mother
iongue is limited to.some content areis,.preferably those that have direct
relation to the culture of the linguispit,,group.

4. Full h
goal,

students, are

In programs where full bilingRalism is.the main
,

taught all skills. in both languages in ail domains.-

Table A indicates how the 10projects ch.racterized their bilingual
programs.

Some projects characterize

;SOL

selves in mar-arti
man one cate-

gory indicating a broader range of goals.

Although Rock Point Bilingual Education Program indicated it was
working toward full bilingualism, not all subject areas can be taught in
.

.

both English and Navajo. Some-subjet areas, such as science and social
studies, must be taught only in Navajo because students are not proficient
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.

Table ,A

.Range of Project Goals
9'

-

Current bilingual education patterns
4
.

1 ,Mono-

'"Tran-,

.

Project Sites

Partial

Bull

1(

X.

literate

sitional

.

.

1 1: Alaska

tate Operated

'X

.

School Sys tem .
.

.

.- Northern Cheyenne
'13ilingual Education Program

.

t

3.

X

.

-

6

,

X

Project SUN

X

=

"4.
!

5.

Rock Point Bilingual. --=
4.
Education Prram

mt

X

_

.

Wabnaki Bilingual
Education Program

X

X

.

.

,.

.

.

6.

-

.

-

Lafayette-Parish
bilingual Education Program

-

-

.

X.

1

ai
..-

7.

X

Project AVANTI
---=

8. -Portugdese Bilingual
Education Progrop
9.

Bay Area Bilingual
Education League

_

X
-

.-.

'

--

X

:

.

,

X

.

.

-

10.
I

Seattle Bilingual
Education Program

.

,

p

,1

X

.

I

-0
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enough in EngliSh to take advantage of science taught in English:

Proficiency

ninth
in English often is not achieved until students are in the eighth or
Also, some social studies concepteregarding Navajo culture cannot
grade.

be-discussed in English because there are-no English counterparts.,

Alaska State Operated School System operates under a statem ndate for
procedure proposedThe regulations and administrative
bilingual education.
,
educaby ASOSS to interpret Alaska Statute 14.08.160(a) coycerning bilingual
tion reflect a philosophy which

s,consistant with .a bilingual-bicultural

39
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approach, but 1t also places the responsibility for determining the specific.
project objective for.a given school on the regional superintendent, school
Staff, advisory School board, and local community.

The end result is that

bilingUal education goals and approaches vary widely from school to school,

TWo of the projects indicated that,fheir present bilingual education
pattern does not reflect their ultimate goals.

Northern Cheyenne Bilingual

Education Program is attempting to work toward full bilingualism, and Project
SUN is working toward language maintenance,

Their probrlems in writing the

native languages and in the subsequent related areas of materials deirelop-.

ment, curriculum development, and training of teachers make it difficult at
this time to reach their goals, but they envision a gradual process toard
them.

Bilingual-bicultural curriculum and instructional approaches.

The

approaches utilized in the 10 projects were developed based on the linguistic
patterns of the participating children, thei
philosophy of the project.

needs, and the instructional

Though bilingual approaches varied, they can be
for primarily monolingual speakers,

described in three basic categories:

for children limited in English- speaking ability, and for children whose
first language is primarily a variant form of English.
1.

Bilingual instruction for primarily monolingual speakers.

In pro=

jects where. the majority of children participating in the project were

ok

monolingual speakers of-the native language, the approaches were similar.
Starting in kindergarten, the medium of instruction was the native language.

All new concepts were introduced in the native language, while some oral
English instruction was provided in English as a Second Language (ESL)
class.

As students developed mope English language comprehension, they

were introduced to reading and writing in English, transferring skills
learned in their native language.

English usage was also increased in

other subject areas, although the native language was usedtO reinforce

these subject areas.' With this as the basic foundationteaching strategies
were found to be noticeably different among projects.

For example, in

Project AVANT', first and second grade students in one school participated
in a pilot study in which_they received one-half day instruction in English
frOm an English-dominant bilingual teacher and.one-half day in Italian from

.I()
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4/

an ltaliandominant bilingual2teacher.
for the two languages.
to-

Two sepal-Ate classrooms'were used

The teachers felt that this.spatial determination

of language usage
decreased the amount-of confusion students experienced
v..

.*/-

as a xegult of'using two languages.

I.

In Rock Point Bilingual Education Program, a §avajo language teacher
(NET) taught only in the Navajo and an English.language teacher,(ELT)

taught-only in English.. This teamAeaching approach topic place simufta.

neously in onesclassedom, with'teachefrworking separately but cooperatively
at opposite ends of the same classroOm. "The,,ELT was essgntiafly

foreign

languilge teacher, pro viding instruction Ian English as a foreign language

and anymathematical concepts which already have been introduced in Navajo
py the NLT.

Gradually4tphe pattecn reversed in the upper grades, and.stun

-

However, the

dents were introduced and requi.red tduse more English.
Navajo language was maintained and leinforeed.

r

This approach placed

greater emphqis and importance on the'tquaUty of two teac erS:

the two

teachers working, together as a twd-languamteaminstead,of g subordinate
relation.between an-English language teacher and a-Navajo language_aid,.
,

#2.

'Bilingual instruction for children of limited-English-speakin
er,

The majority of the 10 projects-had chrildren who were limited

ability.

,

fn their English-speaking ability.

both languages, though in

'

limited

Because children Could
degries41--there

coMmunicate in

was morejlexibility in

_
'teaching strategies.

.

Depending on the st-d-dentS-4--a-bility and readiness;

.

P

,

Units ,of instruction were provided in bOth English and the native' Language.
.

,

*

.

..

,

Most projects'followed an established currieritain
,

set oY performance

objectives, resulting.in parallel curriculum nentebt in both languages.
.

e

,

:

was-inco4rated into t

The local, culture

turriculumi especially in lan-

-

In schools that Used district-adopted texts.
< .
f)
.,
--ainstruction in the culiUral history or heritage was limited tolocally

guage arts anasocial studies.

-

,

-

,

. ,

.

:

,

'

',

.

.

.

,

-

-

.

.

.:,

develived'instructional materials which were relevant to the local culture
...

,

,

,4

#.__

,

and which

t:.

served

:

augment the established,curricula.

,

,

.t.-

The medium of instruction used in the classroom; varied with subject
,
,
_ /,.
.matiter and with the language ability of the students and teachers.
Most
...

-,.-

.

;

.

;

,

,

1p

?

projects had in each classroom an English-d6minant teacher and a, native
'

.
r,-

'

.

.

tedther or paraprofessianal.

The English-dominant teacher taught language.

.

.

,..
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arts, social studies, science, and.math 'in English, while the native teacher
'taught language ares.and social studies in the native language, also rein.

forcing, the other subjects in the native language.

The dative teacher also

provided individual instruction or small group instruction as needed.

f
In some schools, the lack of native teachers for each classroom re-

,quired a different approach.
.

In these schools, a team of native teachers or

-

v

.

4:."

instructors. either rotated among classrooms pr took students by grades out

of the regular classroom for

A major

i.lingual-bicultural instruction.

A

disadvantage of this appeoach was that it did not allow for reinforcement

and continuity Of subjects taught by either the regular classroom teacher
or the native teache r.
,

Bilingual instruction for English-speaking children.

3.

Leveraseveral,
propro-

,

jects had chil04en.who were Primarily English speakers though they came

from non-English dominant homes dr:from environments where a Tient dialect
of English was spoken.

These PrOjects sought to retain, sometimes restore,

the native language, toprovige children with successful experiences in
their native language-and culture,.to develop self-concept, and to encourage
the use of standard English.

The approach utilized focused on oral language development.

Basic

vocabulary concepts were .ipt4roduced using culturally relevant materials.

When students had developed some facility in the various sounds in the
,ative language through Vocabulary building, they were introduced to the
....- written form of the language'(when the language was written) ifnd to struct

tural pattetns of the language.

Liause the medium of instruct.iOn for the

.most,, part was English,'there was often difficulty in making adequate trans-,
'N,Iatioqs,from,the native language.ioto English .since translations from some
.

native languages are quite difficult.

Also, thes.limits of this approach'

are that only, pieces of the native language are learned.

,

In one,community,

parents felt children should learn usable phrases and sentences in the
native languages-instead of merely vocabulary words.

.

In two projects, an orthography had not been.established at the begin-'
-

ning of the._prpjectthus the instructional approach was very limited.
Without an oFthographY;_*-AACabulary enilchmeni,and development of cultural

arts and crafts were the sole basis of the curriculum.- The native instrqc.

--

tors experienced some *ustration at the lack Of concrete materials or
31
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-
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.

.
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.

.

r

stimuli to aid students 4 graspidg Ole language concepts.

Further, the

.curriculum was established on a piecemeal basis_ since, curriculum content
.

depended greatly oiz the linguist's and materials developer's ability to
prepare the appropriate materials.
Lack of resources.

One major issue related to bilingual curriculum

and instruction was the lack of. instructional materials to augment the

bilingual curriculum. "Since native teachers lacked training in materials
development, additional specialized personnel were n ecessary to help prepare the,curricullmi, to acquire and develop materials, and to train teachers
in other'needed areas.

Lack of resources also presented a major problem in vertical expansion
of the bilingual program.

Without an adequate base for the bilingual cur-

riculum in the, lower grades, projects felt it was'futile Ito try to expand
the curriculum.

To accommodate the needs of students in the upper grade

levels, bicultural activities were usually provided, ,Though inadequate in
terms of meeting student needs, this approach was necessary until the
curricula in the lower grades were more fully developed.
.'CUIture and curriculum.

All projects agreedit was necessary to'

incorporate the culture of the native people into the curriculum, but there
were several Native American communities that/felt the projeCt and school
should not deal with subjects which were bonsidered sacred to the tribe.
In these projects, a community -based school

oard or committee°decided

which aspects of their culture and heritage could be presented in the school.
In Rock Point Bilingual Educatiod Program, the all-Navajo school board
determines what cultural aspects may be included in the curriculum, both
In the past the distinctions betwelen

for English and` Navajo curricula.

the secular-sacred subject areas have created problemg between Navajo
traditionalists. and Navajo Christians.

The Navajo 6chool board now con-

siders all subject matter to avoid antagonizing eitheu the traditionalists
a

or Christians in the community.

4
.

.

In Project SUN, the Ute Mountain Ute tribe had in the past forbidden'

Anglo children from being included in the bilingual instruction because the
tribe felt that their native language and culture might be further abused.

A recent change in attitude among the people will enable non-Ute children

32
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to he included in the language classes next year; however, cultural content

within the curriculum will conirNe'to be regulated by the tribe.
i

Su

Differencs in lanpiaae learning.

which specific method of bilin-

gAilhicultural instruction to produce the post poOtive results in unkr;own.
Each project had its own variation.. However, projects reported that, the

native language should be the first language of instruction.

The advantages

of this approach ire hest illustrated in the Rock Point Bilingual Education
Program.

In this projei-t, 'all Navajo children enter school as 13rimari)y Navajo'
speakers.

Learning English for these children is very difficult due _to *-tht,

MIO differences iu learning Navajo and English.

For example, .the Navajo

)

wratten system is based on 13 letters, all of which are very consistent
in sounds.

However, the f.riglish alphanet has 26 letters;cmost of these
ihes't are the "r," "f," "v," and "q" sounds.

sounds ,art' foreign to Nav,ijo.
.

Because of the difficult} children hive with these sounds, the English alpha.

bet is not introduced until the second grade or when the children have
A

mastered some Navajo word attack skills.

A150, the Navajo language has n

shape gender but no masculideffeminine gender, has no adjective articles,

These areas are of'particyladifficulty

and no hard "ed" or "t" endings.

Furthermore, it was pointed out that children who func-

to young children.

tion in'Navajo HSU the use of English limiting since it does not have as
As a' result, English reading intro-

wide a range of flexibility as Navajo.
_

.

duced. later seems to facil=itate a tendency Coward better reading in word

This approach further provides continual

attack skills and comprehension.

concept development in Navajo, which can be later transferred into English.
-

Materials Acquisition and Development

A key concern of all bilingual education projects regardless Oi'the
.

.

native language, and one that.consumes a great'deal of staff time and
energy, is the acquisition and development of instrUctiOnal materials which
are relqvant and meaningful to the children being taught.

For all of the

10 projects the general ftoblem of obtaining appropriate instructional
.

-

When materials could not be obtained,

materials was a significant one.

.projects developed their instructional materials and/or adapted other mater.

ials for native language instru(tion.

.

..

The issues involved in these processes
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are discussed under the_following topic areas:
Acquisition of /commercially- produced instructional-materials;

Acquisition of materials produced by other bilingual projects;
Orthography development;
DiAlect-diffekenres,
-Special service and dissemination centers; and
Costs for developing materials.

Acquisition of commercially produced instructional materials.

Most

teachers rely on commercially-produced materials as the core of their inFor.teachers who use English as the medium of

structional programs.
.

-'

.

instruction with English-speaking children, there is an
abundance of mater,
ials to draw from, so' that reviewing Sand selecting from what is available

-is itself a major task in planning a curriculum.- For. teachers who use

_languages other than English as a medium of instruction, the situation is
For most languages, there is very little material

strikingly different.

available, and for others there is none.

Those non-English materials

whi ch are available are typically produced outside of the United States, -

'involving considerable time (often months) and expense in obtaining them

even before it can.be determined how useful they will be:". For most projects,
materials obtained outside of the United States need extensive modification
before they can be used.

The problems in the availability and adequacy of commercially- produced
Materials are well, documented by the following experiences of the 10 projects.

While'some commercially-produced materials are available in the Navajo
language, for most Native American, projects, including Inupiat Eskimo,
.

.

Northern Cheyenne, Passamaquoddy, and Ute, commercially-produced instructional mateelals in the native languages simply 'do not exist.

In the Inupiat

Eskimo project in Noorvik, Alaska, the only materials at hand were Bible
translations from English to Inupiat Eskimo that had been prepared by
.linguists associated with the.local Quaker church.
,Some Navajo instructional materials are available commercially from
several.centers such as'the Ding Bi' Oita' Association (DNA). Dissemination

Center, Blanding Indian Education Center, and Navajo Community College, as
well as from other Navajo bilingual projects.
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The two Navajo projects

visited had different experiences with the use of these materials.

In

Project SUN, the director felt the materials were adequate for their Purposes, primarily because the project did. not have the Navajo.latelage

experts to dvelop Navajo materials-locally.

However, the Rock'Poirit

Bilingual project was unable to uqe most of.these materials in helping
students learn to read beciuse they did not reflect the project's philosophy,
.

.

were not sequenced for instruction, and did not have curriculum g6ides for
teachers.

Rock Point-did.make use of those adequately, written materials

larSSWIP-nte

-ho have learned to read.

For this reason, most of their

efforts have been to develop 1.arning-to-read materials.

An additional concern in the Rock Point project was the inadequacy of
comm-rcial materials for English language instruction.

English language

teachers'were dependent on ESL materials which were outdated, highly
'structured, and reflected cultural experiences foreign to Navajo children.
Although better ESL materials were needed, ,the project felt it was mbre
important and praccitcal to develop Navajo ladguage materials than to try
to rewrite the ESL texts.
Projects involving Chinese, French,' Italian, Filipino, andb,Portuguese

languages encountered many similar types of problems in the acquisition of
commercial materials.
country,

4ich

Most materials had to be obtaited from the mother

involved delays in orders and higher costs.

Of greater

importance,.however, was the extensive adaptation and suppleMehtary develop?

ment that was reqpired before these materials could be used in this country.

Generaliroblems included the relevance of the content for students living
in the United States, the language structure, and the sophistication of
materials.. Some of the problems noted by various project staff are discussed below.
1.

Materials from France, HOg Kong, Italy, the Philippines, and

Portugal often had a religious or political orientation of the wither
country.f.
2.

1

I

Material!S hada sophisticated level of vocabukary beyond the grade

level for,whiall they were intended.

In Italy and France, the 'curricula

for age /grade levels did not conform in content

objectives to curricula

and learning objectives in the'bilingual education programs.
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Most bilingual projects must m4et the same curriculum requirement

3.

for content that now-bilingual classroams have.

For this reason, the state

or local education agencries have established approved textbook lists from
which books can be selected.

The tmported,textbooks were not on this ap-

proved list, severely limiting the use of imported materials.
,Math materials from other countries were not comparable to those

4.

needed in bilingual programs..

The major concern was that modern math was

not included.
ft

.

.

R

,

Cs

.

..k

Materials from France did not contain a cultural and rstanaing-or

5.

i

cultural heritage appropriate to the French-Americans or Acaaians.

Some

materials from Canada more closely approximated French-American experience,
yet their materials were limited as well, since they too have just begun

bilingual educatiod efforts. 1----

When using materials from the mother country, teachers often were

6.

P

required to ad lib and make on-thez,spot translations.

French materials were highly structured and taught towards an

7..

,---

ekamination which, in France, determines whether or not a student will
continue in school.

This approach conflicted with the educational philosophy

'of the projects. .,

Most foreign Materials were not visibly attractive, had few pic-

8.

turdt, and were often not accompanied 15y workbook, or teacher guides.
Materials from Brazil had variations in spelling -and pronunciations

9.
.

-

which differed from Portuguese used in Providince.. This often confused
students.

Acquisition of materials produced by other bilingual projects.

Zrt

efforts to match resources to,needs, all*of the projects indicated they had
reviewed at least:some materials, produced by other bilingual projects.

Most

projects further Indicated that they had benefited in some way from these
materials.

These benefits included getting ideas (Or developing their own
.e

materials, providing some basic materialS that could be modified and made
suitahle.for usp in "thelr,programs, or providing supplemental materials
that could be bused in the classroom.. Howeuseful materials produced by one

project iwere for another project was very much dependent upon whether or

7
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not the two projects served the same or similar languages.
Several projects did find materials developed in other projects most
useful.

Project SUN relied heavily on the Nevajomaterials developed by

DBA Dissemination Center, by the other Navajo bilingual projects; and by
the.Blanding Indian Education Center in Blanding, Utah.

The Portuguese

c.

Bilingual Education Program was also able to utilize materials from other
Portuguese bilingual projects in Massachusetts and Rhode Island.
4

Teachers in Chinese-language instruction of the BABEL project were
able to use materials that were initially
developed by the Title VII pro.
ject in San Francisco, but only after modifications were made to meet their
own unique needs.

One problem they experienced was that lessons and mater -

ials designed for a given grade level in the San Francisco program were
too difficult for their children, especially the first grade materials:

At the time that sfte visits were made to the'Seattle program, the
curriculum developer and other support staff for the Chinese and Filipino

components had justbeen hired.

The Filipino staff were in the process of

trying to find sample materials but had an additional problem in that there
were no other bilingual education projects to aerve as models:.

The French, Italian, and Portuguese programs had been highly involved
in sharing materials.

'

The Lafayette program shared its materials with tither

French programs in Louisiana and NeW England, and these programs seemed to
Materials and techniques were

have an effective network of communication.

disseminated through informal teacher exchange, formal conferences, and.
through Service de Liaison, a disseitination center located in New Hampshire..

To meet the need forinstructional materials, the AVANTI.staff has
adapted, created, developed, and translated many games, workbooks, tests,
tapes, flashcards, and.techniqued for,use in the classrooms.

The project,

director, resource teachers,:curriculum specialists, classroom teabhers,
and paraprofessionals all participated in developing materials.

These

materials were shared with other Italian propams in New 'Lark.
The Portuguese, program in Providence shares its curriculum materials

with neighboring Portuguese bilingual projects in Fall River, Pawtucket,
and Bristol.

The director and other staff members are in constant contact

with other projects.

The neighboring Portuguese programs in Rhode Island
1
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and Massachusetts share teachef training works pis, materials, university
courses, and educational approaches.

Language Workshop

-In Alaska, materials are-prodUced by the

located in Bethel far the Yupik programs and bgthe Alaska State Operated
School System's central office staff for the Itiupiat program.

In addition,.,

P

materials are produced by native language insgructors at the various school
sites.

Although their locally-developed materials are shared at occasional

workshops, it is not a regular practicepassi.bly beciuse of the isolation
and autonomy of the villages.
Orthography development.

Formal education in the United States,

using English as a medium of instruction, has -involved the use of both a

spoken and written tradition of the language in a classroom situation, with
the teacher as a model and facilitator of learning.

Likewise, formal

education using Chinese, French,-Italian, Pilip1no, or Portuguese as the
,medium of instruction. has involved the use of both spoken and. written forms

of the language in a classroom situation.

In contrast, traditional educa-

tion for most Native Americans has involved learning an oral tradition
developed over hundreds of years and passed on' to children in daily unill

structured learning situations, with.various members of the tribe or village
playing key roles at.different times.

The bilingual-bicultural-approach to education has been attempting to
find ways of making these two educational traditions work together for the
benefit bf the children.

One important step in that direction has been the

-.development of,writing systems for the traditiinl, Native American languages,
so that what children .have 'learned through the oral traditions before coming

to school can be reinforCed and.continted at School, and so that new concepts and ideas can be presented without first having.eb learn a new language.

The Navajo and Yupik Eskimo languages were most-advanced in terms of
having an orthography and having developed materials that could be used in
bilingual-bicultural education classrooms.
,

For the other Native American

languages, including Northern Cheyenne, Passamaquoddy, and Ute, practical

orthographies have only recently been developed, and the development of
materials' has just begun.

r.

AlthOugh the Navajo language has 'been written for over 40 years", it,
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Was not until the last decade that a concentrated effortto develop Navajo
materials was made.

Consequently, few community members are familiar with

theNavajo written form,. making Navajo literacy a rare exception.

There

are some Navajo-developed materials, but these are mostly storybooks and
manipulative materials, which are important supplemental materials but not
sufficient to use as-the foundation for a bilingUal-bicultural currielildm.

Since most Navajo teachers have had little experience in teaching or formal
education in general, their present need is for sequenced lessons with
teacher guides.

Among the 20 major'languagedialects served by the Alaska State Operated.
Schools, most orthographies have either recently been developed or'ape in
the prqFess of being developed.. This has'created numerous problems.

For

some langdage dialects, no attempt has been made to develop a written system
for their language; for others, orthographies were attempted by early mis-.
sionaries, primarily as an aid to Christianizing the local native people.

These early attempts to write the native languages metwith various degrees
of success.

Often, however, the earlier-developed orthographies misrepre-

sented important aspects of the language or were not based on soupd linguistic principles.

For these reasons, extensive revision of the orthographies

was needed before they could be used as a bagis for developing instructional
material for bilingual programs.

Another problem was that samg otthe

local native people Kaye becode familiar with these early orthographies and
tend to resist effOrts to modify them or to develop new ones, because this
would *make existing translations inappropriate.

In addition, there leave

been differences ofopin±on among modern linguists as to the best ways of
handling'different language peculiarities.

Thus, native people have learned

that what linguists develop is not always perfect; and this has led tb a
#

questioning of the ldng -range value and authenticity of the ,linguists' work.

..In.Alaska, there are many different languages and language dialects
that have not been written.

This creates the need for types of expertise.

First, fluent knowledgeable spea
vide a basis for a program.

rs of these languages are needed to Pro:

Second, persons trained in linguistic techniques

arg required to systematize and standardize die language so that it can be
In the village of Atmautluak, the Centiralt
taught as a curriculum subject.
/upik dialect is spoken'by the greatest number of speakers by far of,any of
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the major dialects spoken bYAlaskan naxives.

Considerable work has already

been done in developing a written form of Central Yupik.

In addition, the

.

Eskimo-Language Workshop, now attached to the Kuskokwim Community College
in Bethel, Alaska, has been active in developing materials and training
staff for bilingual education-programs involving the Yupik dialect.

For

most other dialects, extensive work needs to be done in the way of developing
materials.

The project staff reported that orthographies must be developed

for other languages before a real effort at creating instructional materials
can begin.

The Northern Cheyenne Bilingual Education Program began in 1971.with

.

no acceptable practical orthography, no authoritative materials for teachers
and students to work with, and no Cheyennes-with-the skills necessary to
write the language.

As a result, it was necessary to bring in a linguist -4
e

who, with comminity.informants, could develop an orthography.

The problem

in making the transition from the long oral tradition to a written form
has been compounded by a distrust of outsiders and Anglo ways.

Ithas been

difficult .for Cheyennes to visualLza-atradition that has always been oral/
aural.

Some elders do not wish to have their oral traditions changed, as

they feel that much would be lost by having their oral traditions written
and distributed.

There were other problems in the development of the Cheyenne ortho-

grOhy.

Cheyenne is not easily translated, and Cheyenne-English translations

are extremely diffiCult for those who cannot speak.or understand Cheyenne.
Furthermo're, variations in the Cheyenne langua e have developed over centuries, so there is no standard Cheyenne.

ince there are at least three

identified dialects, a major task for the linguist was to develop a writing
Isystem which accommodates all the dialects and variations'in the-language.

The-praject staff noted that two factors have proved most successful:

close communication with eldersin the community and sound linguistic
techniques.

When the Wabnaki Bilingual Program first began four years ago, they
encountered many of thepsame challengeS as the Northern Cheyenne project.
Some of the major problems encountered in the development of, the Passamaquoddy orthography were as follows:
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TWe language has changed much with the introduction of Anglo wofds,

1.

and there are many variations of words.
accurate reading of the language.

Hence, it is difficult to get an

Furthermore, among a people who have

relied upon the oral traditions as a means of perpetuating the culture,
language in its written form was not felt to,be natural.

Their solution

to this dileMma has been to tape-record the persons telling the story, and
to transcribe the stories phonetically using the established orthography.,
,

.

- Instead of correcting grammar and personal peculiarities in speech, the

materials developers are now trying to maintain as muchof the oral tradi,tibns as possible.

2.. Taping and transcribing of the language is a long and difficult
process.

Since many community elders must be involved in this'process, the

staff must respect their free time.

Because the project can offer no com-

pensation for their time and work, the work is slowed down.
3.

Only A few ?assamaquoddies can read and write the-language..

These

'people are staff members who have.been with the .project since its beginning.
.

.

As a result, all research work and materials development is done by a small
group, which further slows.down the process of materials development.
4.

The community is not familiar with the written form of the language,

so that often the project dii=ector must prepare and teach staff and community about the new language form.

This requires much effort by the staff in

a crash course to prepare them for instructing children in the language.
The Ute component of Project SUN experienced problems similar to the
Passamaquoddy and Northern Cheyenne programs in developing their orthographies.
The Ute people have long resisted putting their language into ayrittlin form
for fear it would be misused and abused by non-Utes.

There were other par-

ents who felt-Iheir children should not be abused for using their native

language, an experience they remembered from their own youth.

A gradual

attitude change among thp Ute people has enabled the project to work with
them to develop an orthography.

Yet they are in the very beginning stages

of developing and refining their written language and, total Ute curriculum.
Dialect differences.

All prOjectd lisited indicated there were

variations in different dialects in their janguage'which affected materials
acquisition and development to some degree.. In the Rock'Point Bilingual
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Education project,.NavajD dialects were(iminute,and presented few problems
in acquiring materials comprehensible_te the local-' community.

In the Wab-

naki Bilingual Education Program, there were no dialects per se; however,
oral traditions have been passed along for centuries, resulting over the
yearS in many variations in/language,

In the Indo-European, Asian and

Pacifianguage groups, there were so many dialects in the community that

'

it was necessary .;.o use only the standard form of that language for develop-

-ing materials.

,

The important factors in selecting a dialect or language

form as the medium of instruction were its familiarity and acceptance by
the local community and its use as a practical written form.

For example, while most students served by the Chinese projects in
Oakland and Seattle come from homes where the Cantonese dialect is spoken,.,

some come from homes where the Toisan dialect is used, and a few fiom homes
where the Mandarin dialect is spoken.

At both projects, however, the Can-

tonese dialect is the language used and taught in the school.

Cantonese

has a well-developed written form which,is used in printed materials found
in the Chinese communities in. Oakland and Seattle.

In the three projects serving Indo-European languages (French, Italian,

and Portuguese), various dialects were spoken by members of the communities,
=

but a standard form was selected for both oral and written instruction..
0

In the French project in Lafayette, Louisiana, both Acadian and Creole
dialects which have developed over the past 200-3p0 years are spoken in
the community.

The French teachers, mostly residents of the community,

understand and accept these dialects.; however, standard Parisian'French
was taught in the classroom.
`

The bilingual project feels that it is very

importantfor speakers of the local dialect to be given the opportunity to
learn standard French.

In the Italian Project'in New York City, students speak many dialects,
with, the Sicilian dialect being the most common.

Generally, Italian die-

lects are not written, although the Sicilian dialect does have a written
form which is used in folk poetry.

For this reason, it is necessary to

use thestandard written Italian as a medium of instruction.

t

Though several dialects are Spoken by the Portuguese students in
Providence, Rhode Island, the prbject uses Continental Portuguese' because
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r

the langua Is writt(n and is commonly understood by all community memberS.
.

There are 97 major dialects 'spoken by people living in the Philippines.

Recentl

however\ strong efforts have been made .to create a national lan,

guage, Pilipino, which is -basieally the Tagalog dialect.

Pilipino or Tag

alog is used by the instructor .at the. BABEL program in Daly City,. California.

,dln the other hand, the approach taken by the Seattle -program, which serves
students'from Filipino communities, has been somewhat different.

Ip con

,

trast to the Daly City prue/4m, the Seattle program attempts to be responsive
to several dialects.

Three staff members were recently hired to form a

turri(ulum deVelopment and support team.

-

This team included pne person who

spoke the fagalog dialect, one who spoke the lilocano dialect, and one who
spoKe the *ayan dialect.

At the time of the'site visit, however.the

staff had ,)111.. r«(ntly be(n hired, and work on acquiring and developing
curricullIM materials had just-b

in.

Consequently, the degree to which

the program would or could be responsive to the different dialects has not
been demonstrated.
The issue of dialect difi--t:rences had somewhat different parameters
for mog:t programs_ involving'N:itive American languages.

The writtenrorm
.

used by the Navajo can be applied to other Navajo communities with little
difficulty.

However, the Eskimo language family has a variety of languages-

.

or dialects.

The written forms of these dialeCts are comprehensible to most

,villagers, but are not acceptable in some villages dlie to the many varia
tions present in their language.

This creates materialsdevelopment problems.

becauo;. the A1a.31(a-Si.ate lipr'ated 'Schcatel Sy?siem's plan for developing-

'Ifs for produ,ts which are responsive to local language struc

mateera,

re and which provid"conterrt, that is relevarit to village life.

.

Spycial ser,,ice and dissemition:centers.

number of

sped i.al project

In recent years,,a

have been funded under, Titre VII to provide

materials «nters, service centers; and dis$eiAination eentersfOr bilingual
educ,otion projects.

In general, materials, service,: and dissemination

centers did not appear to play key roles in the materials acqdisition add
leveJopment efforts for most projects.

The unique dialects, language

variationsunique cultural conslderations, and the unique bilingualbi
cultural curriculum r. d. of the projects required that materials develop
ment he' .in

individual -projc:ct effort.
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Projects ,&ported-that there were

f

'

tod many differences in these areas to make dissemination centers a viable
tool for materials development:

This attitude and approach to curriculums

-

.

,

-.----.....-.

.

development was not unique to aW§articular langpagegroup but was shared
1

by most Native American, Indo-European, Asian-and Paeffilpngnage groups.'.
:

-,--f

.-..
-

-,:

For example; the Narajb project at Rock Point rejected any future use
Despite the fact that NaVajo'materials '--

of Title VII dissemination centers.
4

.

would get.a Primary, consideration in the southwest, R9Ck Point felt that
..

.

,

.

the center woulnot work for .them because Navajo programs have.different

.

E;

.

.--

i

-,

.

Furthermore, they feared* that Title

phirbsophies, approaches and needs.

VII dissemination centers would ta,ke finads away fro

development efforts.

,

-

'ocal materials.

:
.

The Northern Cheyennb project; in fhe4.4. proposal fir 1975-76 funding,
r

prbposed a consortium forcurriculum developers as a means of centralizing
materials development.
,

their 'main concern regarding the proposed Title VII

. disseipationcenter was that the center may be too removed from the com-manitVand -May have an adverse effect on their materials development.
#

The French project in Lafayette, Louisiana, uses the Service de Liaison
resource center for materials exchange.

In a discUssion of the proposed

development of'Title VII material and service centers, the Lafayette staff
felt that these centers could be responsive to their curriculum needs only

if prdect staff were closely involved withse'rvice center staff.

In

Lafayette, materials were developed to meet the specific educational needi
of students and, the curriculum requirements of the school district.

Con-

,se2Iuently, the staff was hesitant to approve the proposed dissemination
.,reenters.

On,the otherhand, the Newyork Italian projects felt the need ford a
resource center because Italian materials are not available from existing
.

special service projects and dissemination centers.

Consequently, School

:District 21,recentlicreazed a resource center for use-by all the New York

Italian projEks.
,
'

-.The Navajo coMponen

of Project SPLalso fplt a need for a materials',

efforts as having been
J-Itir'plateriais-aC'qUisition
"
4.:,..
I
DBA Dissemination
very successful because7ot the DBA Disseminatlon Center.

I/center.

They described

/7

Center has the necessarlanguage experts and technical people xo,develop'
.

/

/

.

4.'

t3

/

/7

r

e

4naterials, smfroject'tiO,N.4pes not do..much material's development for the

.Navajo componen.

:Huy crder,eommercially-made Navajo materialS appropriate%

for
their- needsfkoma4e4 put out. by pBA.
,-

Navajo materials are also

acquired from Blandln.g,,-.1,
Window Rock; Navajo Community College; Rock
'
Point; Rough Rock;74IntLotlWr -Vaiii projects.

.

There.are mdpy7tanguage:Woups in AIasleq thaI presently'do not -have
.

_

disseminatibn centr-s.ervIces.tcy_meet their needs.

However, a good number

of mater ials was bJing pnadixe-i'f.for the Yupik Eskimo program at
.

the

Eskimo

Langudge Workshop, nO:4_7.1-Ocated sn Bethel,-Alaska, and affiliated with the.

development for the otherAlaskan

Kuskokwim Community' C-Gtlege.

native languages were prim!arily'eatried oeit by the ASOSS cvntral office%

stair located in Anchorag-:, Altho61*,0,6.services of those centers wi2rt-

!ully needed and utilized, qther materials were being developed locally at

the schools in Atm,mtluak:AN

Costs for developing matvlija1tnother major issue

projects

--,-...

was the cost involved in o.arrving:,utaterials
acquia<ion aZond:velopment.
o
All projectS`iddicated that
.

this area.

cost factor.

Wo ...proportion of their budget goes into

-. --

The costs of'sfirfisalar-ies and consultants was the first major

Material& acquisition anddevelopment were the second most

yxpensive activitvin a bilingual education project.

While material

.development costs tenddd to be high for all projects, costs were higher

for projects thatserved Native.Americaps Por the following reasons:
1.

The develqpment of an .orfhography requires expertise in the native

Salaries-of elders, linguists,

ldnguages and in finguisUf.tt2,.chnigne4.

or other professional-s add greatly to the cost of developing the written
system.

More local develo'pm6nt of materials must be done because there is

more local expertise in the native language, an4pubJ4shing companies will
not publisnative material On a large scale for rel-atIvOy few .native
people.
,3.

:
To a.c:11r4tely.depiCt the language and culture, various experts in

the community must be'fA* Scir:.their'time in providing information needed,

in the development of the ortliopraphy and future classroom materials.
4.

Profects are oftenloatod ii

remote villages or on isolated

.0 0
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reservations, making travel costsinvolved in developing materials consider7
ably higher.

For exanple, in Alaska where travel to remote villages typically

requiresachartering a hush planeethe costs of developing materials bya
team of central office staff located in-Anchorage are very high.
Staff' Recruitment and Development

Recruiting staff and developing their expertise in bilingual education.
remains a problem for bilingual projects,.

Often those person whospelc

tilt: native language and understand the native culture best have no profes-

sional experience or training in the area of bilingual education, such as
materials development, curriculum development, or evaluation.

As a result,

each pooject must recruit native teachers and/or'community members who
oemqnstrate potential in these areas .and then develop their expertise on

The issues-and problems,surrounding these areas for the 10 pro-

the job,

.

C

jects are discussed under the following topics:
Avai.lability of staff among Native American projects;
Availability of staff among Indo- European, Asian and Pacific
projects;

Teacher characteristics impdfrant in bilingual projects;
Qualifying native teachers;
.

Staff development among Native American projects;

Staff development among Indo-Eurbpean, Asian and Pacific projects;
and

Cultural consideratiOns'in staff development.
Availability of staff among Native American projects.

All Native

American bilingual projects reported problems in acquiring,staff who had

the necessary expertise for project positions and who werelpent and
This was primarily as a result of

knowledgeable in the native language.

the low educational level of community members.

At present, most adult

community members] izve less than an eighth-grade education.

Thereserva-

tions and villages where most Native American projects operate are isolated
from universities, and consequently, there are few, if any, certified
bilingual teachers or qualified bilingual support staff.

Their approach

to staff recruitment was to' recruit native community members who express
,

.

interest in being on staff and who have potential in the given areas.

7
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Projects then conduct extensive training as necessary, as well as provide'

native staff with the opportunity to get high school diplomalend college
credits.

Typically, the projects encouraged new native staff to develop their
skill by giving them salaries, job, titles, and responsibilities, which were

commensurate with their effectiveness as bilingual teachers, rather than
making their rewards so dependent upon their level of formal education.
For the most part, the Native American projects had been able to recruit,
train, and keep native staff by following this approaCh.

Oneproject,
In

however, noted a particularly high turnover among their native staff.

this particular project, the salaries of the native staff were determined
by the district. school's salary scale.

In comparison to other projects

visited, native staff with no degree or high school diploma were given lower
wages and lower status in the schools.

Other federally-funded projects on

the reservation offered higher salaries and positions of greater prestige,
drawing the projegt:s potential bilingual. staff into other fields due to
the economics, involved.

For this reason, staff turnover was high and the

staff development component was always in its beginning stages.
Availability of non-:native teachers was not a problem at'inost reser-

vations or village schools.

There was generally an abundance of Anglo

teachers who were anxious to'teach there, though for most of them their
commitment was for a short period of time.' The problem was that these
teachers-often came to the reservation or village more motivated by per,
.sonal interests such as hunting, fishing, and the rural life style than by
the project and children's needs.

The high turnoyer or these teachers

results from the lack of an active social life on the reservation and from
the fact that non-natives cannot buy land on the reservations.

Availability of staff among_Indo-European, Asian and Pacific pro,

jests.

The Indo-European projects reported fewer staff problems than the

other language groups since there were more certificated native language
teachers.

These projects reported success in locating and hiring qualified

teachers.

Part of the success was attributed to Other organizations.

for

example, the French project had arranged with CODIFIL:a French cultural
exchange institute, to hire teaching assistants from France.

.5 3
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on

the Pilipino language group, there Wd5 .a .good number of rtce(nt

arrivals from the Philippines who to::re bilingual in Pilipino and English,
whr, Caere teaching professionals and tdh

kid teaching experience.

llewecr,

certification by the state or district often required considerable red t,...pc

and-sometimes special course work.

This was especially discouraging to

teachers who already had extensive professional credentials and experience.

both the Scattle and Daly City, California, projects expeiienced this pro.

blem.

Chifiese projeets experienced a problem in finding staff who-had

lhre

a Chinese-Americari Perspectkve and who were; also literate in Chinese.

A't- many American-born Chinese who can spcic Chinese but few: who can write

it.
.

Teactier charactepistics krcportantin hi limApalproiects.

1h

lit-.

crature review for this study i.ndi(ated that teache'rls were key pesons in
the

ducatic,nal experience of the child.

As such, teachers should -be

sen-

sitive to and aware of cultural differences among children and should use
a familiar cultural base' in treating subject matter.

Bilingual projects

reaffirmed this point as they described the ch;Yracteristics of model teachers.
for their bilingual priagram._

In addition to the.obVious qualities of

liking

childrn and being in good health, project staff cited the ability to cummunicate well .with parents, and a-strong commitment to bilingual educ.;tion

Teachers should be bilinguil and

and to the philosophy of the project.

knowledgeable of -the local dialects and local vulture, .While all projects
felt it would be beneficial for bilingual teachers to be-certified, most
projects noted that certified-teachers wef-e not prepared for bilingual

education in most institutions of higher learning and have to he trained
specifically- in this area when hired in thebilingual project.

Project stag were equally concerned with non- bilingual teachers
the school.

11.1

For instance, in the Rock Point Bilingual Education Project,

the Attrition of Anglo teachers presents a need fdr training Navajo statf
to teach the English curriculum.
in the project.

This would provide the needed. stabi 1 ity,

Among other projects, th

major char4cNristics desired

of those Anglo teachers are a sensitivity to self-determination of the community, sensitivity and awareness of problems acid realities of the community,
and cooperation with' the efforts of the other project staff.

qualying dative_ teachers.

Most programs experienced some
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difficulties in meeting state and ±ocal requirements in hiring or gualifying staff for positions.

For example, in Seattle, it took'theo3roject

three-months to complete all of the state requirements 'that-had to be met
.

.

for hiring one member of the curriculum development and support team for

th4Pilipino component of the program:

In addition to knowing the language

.anclt4/ture, the pdrsons being considered had collegedegreesifrom the
Philippines and some teaching experience.

The projects are in such dire

need of their expertise,, but qualified people cannot often wait for long

periods of time for bureaucratic procedures to run their course.
Many projects, particularly among NatiVe Americans, have found state
certification of teachers a major problem.

State certification was often

dependent on a college degree; however, the regu lar teacher training pro-

gram in the colleges and universities does not meet the specific immediate
needs of the bilingual project.

Projects have been providing teacher

training that addresses project and staff needs.

However, this training,

is often not comparable to the regular universities',.program of.teacher

training, and much coursework and training activities in the project were
not credited toward a degree:

All Native American projects indicated that

it will take from three'to ten years befdre their staff will be certified.
r.

This situation has created another problem for projects.

Without a

teaching degree or teaching experience, bilingual staff are not paid equally
for work.

The projects reported that these non-certified bilingual:staff

carry more responsibility than a regular classroom teacher`.

They do not

have a prescribed curriculum nor prepared textbooks with teacher guides.
They must develop an instructional curriculum, develop instructional platerials, and take college coursewbrk.

Despite their enormous workload, their

pay is much less, than that'of the certified teacher.
In contract schools funded by tre'tureau of Indian Affairs (BIA), the,situation is different.

After several, years of Aispute regarding certifi-

cation, the Nairajo -Area Office oZ the Bureau of Indian Affairs has agreed

to accept tribal certification as a compromise for the three contract /
schools only.

As such, certification at Rock Paint is less of a problem._

'Staff development among Native American projects.

Among Native

American projects, staff development needs were tacuged on getting native
.

staff certified and preparing native instructors for the bilingual

0
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curricolum.

Since most reservations and villages are isolarOd from insti-

tutions of higher learning, each'project had to hire consultants from the
universities to provide courses on-site.

of

Thecosts of 'providing thiS

service, plus stipend and tuition fees for the individual' staff members in
..
summer sessions, was very high. Hence, staff development was often limited
.,

by.the fundg kovided.

.,

.

In many projects, the project director and other support staff were
attempting to provide the training necessary to meet their teachers' needs.
Though this was an additional strain on staff time, it was often the only
solution to getting instructors who understood the project staff's unique
needs.- For example, in the Wabnaki Bilingual Education Program, the director provided the Passamaquoddy literacy instruction since only a few
Passamaquoddies were familiar with the new orthography.

In the Rock Point'

Bilingual Education Program, Navajo Language Specialists on-site provided

the training in Navajo language instruction.calized training was especially
necessary for .two important reasons.

First, projects were geographically

isolated] from institutions "pr higher learning.
(

Second, uprooting .community

members to go to'coladgerhas been, in the past counterproductive.

Often

. these native people lose. ties with the community and do not return.

Title

VII legislation Which provides funds for this lOcalized training has been
1

.

very'beneficiaI to Native American projects.

Staff development among Indo-European, Asian and Pacific projects.
Among the Indo=European projects; the staff development needs focused on
development of an understanding of, and the practices involved 'in, bilingual
education.

Most bilingual staff were certificated and many teachers were

earning'credits toward their master's degree.

Among the Asian and Pacific language projects, there were two grOups
of teachers with diffe'rent needs.

Certified bilingual teachers were avail-

able, but theil- teaching experiences were primarily in Hong Kong.

For

-

these teachers, staff development was focused on providing an awareness of
the experiences and, needs of Chinese or Filipino children in the United
States.

These projects also had many community members who were non-certi-

fied teaching assistants.

Thesenative instructors required training and

coursework leading eventually-to a teaching degree,
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lCultural considerations in staff development

In addition to pro-

viding the methodological training, in bilingual education for their native

staff, the projects also provided regular school teachers with orientation
sessions to acquaint them=with the philosophy of bilingual eduCatioi and to
sensitize them to the needs of their students.

For example, in Project

SUN, native staff have classrooms that are relatively less structured and
less disciplined.

Children moveraround,the'room freely and talk more

freely than in conventional classrooms.

This is similar to the atmosphere

in the child's home, and teachers who are unaware of this might restrict
the children's movement and speeclt and perhaps hamper the, child's develop-

While orientation sessions alone provide some insight into the lan-

ment:

guage and culture of the community, it is inadequate.

Project staff feel

that personal experiences in the community will proviae the necessary
sensitivity for non-native staff.
Parent and Community Involvement
. All projects had established parent and community involvement as,a
high priority.

I--

The approaches varied-across projects as did their,successes

in obtaining involvement.

Their common success was a supportive attitude

from the majority of the parents and community members who were interviewed.

Their common problem was getting parents and community members to actively
participate in the bilingual program:

These issues are disCussed'uoder the

following topicsi

Historical and cultural considerations in com munitpinvolvement;
e l Composition and selection of parent advisory committees;'and
Limitations to.parent'and-community involvement..'

,

s Historical and cultural considerations in community involvement.
In order to understand the issues involved in this component, itis important
to examine the communities and their past experiences in education which
have affected their attitudes toward and involvement in -the bilingual pro,

jects.

The majority of parents and community members who had children in

bilingual projects serving Indo-European,.Asian.and Pacific language groups
were recent immigrants.

Their attitudes toward education reflected their

own experiences.inseducation in the mother' country,
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A typical experience

.

c

among these Orpjects was found in the Portuguese Bilingual Education Pro.

After

In Portugal, public schooling is free up to the fourth grade.

gram.

the fourth grade, education is very expensive.

Among those community

members interviewed, fifth grade was often the highest grade they had at.

tained--mAny indicated they had not gone to schqol at all.

This education_

experience or socialization has developed an attitude such that community
members regard education highly and respect the community school and school
peiSonnel.

But the school is a professional institution with great author-

ity in the community, second only to the church.

Children are encouraged

to do well in school; however, parents feel that education is the responsibility of the school and do' not feel comfortable intervening or.redirecting
policies of'the school.
,

low in these projects.

As a result, parent and community involvement was
Likewise, parents of students in the Chinese pro-

gram in Oakland have traditionally viewed the teacher
be respected and not questioned.

as.a.15F6TessionalEb

Most parents do not feel-iTaIrled to

advise school personnel on matters concerning the education of their children.

Among

Native

American communities, parents' socialization to education

is very different.- Most peone over the age of 35 know the effects of
coerced,education, i.e., federal boarding schools.

As children, they were

taken away from their families and communities and sent to schools where
they were forbidden to speak their native lanuaggs.

They wep/punished

for practicing their cultural traditions. 'Federal boardiaCschools were
not the only schools to forbid the use of the language/and culture in the
school.

This was a common experience-among those,cOmMunity members who

went to local schools:, The traumatic experienges Native Americans have'

had in schools has led to a very low educatial level-among parents as
well as a low self-concept.

.

,

Since. Native Americans were excluded from making their personal choice,

in their education,. they are.reluctant to become involved.and make decisions

Many feel; also, that because they

for the education'of their children.

werenot'formally educated, they have little to offer in the schools.
.

.

Though therewereLsome parents who felt that teaching their native language
in the schools m y damage their children's chances for success in an'English-;
.

most parents were positive about the bilingual project.-,
speaking tnvir 410ment,
!
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Although all projects indicate th4 parent and community involvement.
had increased significantly since the beginning of the project, the goal

.

of having meaningful and active parent and community involizement is, far

from being realized.

They report that the process of getting involvement

Will take much time and effort, especially since.negatiye attitudes among
parents and community members which have developed -over many years kill be
difficult to change.

le

of

Composition and selection of parent advisory committees.

An impor-

tant issue,.especially Among Native American communities, is the. composition

and selection of parent advisory committees under Title VII.

Most Native

American communities visited showed strong Indian advisory or policy-making
school boards and committees who either had direct control of the school
or were very influential in the tribal or local schools.

These boards or

committees were tribally elected and were.comprised of the respeCted
leaders and elders in the community.

Their responsibility was to oversee

the school and projects within the school.
.1
:

Until reuntly, when Title VII guidelines changed regarding the composition of the parent advisory committee, these community-based committees
.and school boards were serving as the parent advisory group for the bilingual
project.

The Title VII guidelines,nov, stipulate that only parents of chil-

dren in the project can comprise the parent adVisory committee, and furthex,
the election of these persons will be by these parents.

In Native American

communities where cultural value is placed on age and wisdom, this stipulation of Title VII is very much antithetical to Indian values.

Furthermore,

the native language and culture and its use in the school were very much
the concern of the total community, therefore the projects reported that
the total tribal community should be consulted.

.

For example, in one of the

projects, an all-Indian school committee was the most influential decyion,

Taker regarding the project activities.
.

The director indicated th %t often

,

parents were"not aware of the tribal policies or desires, and consultation
with a community group representative of the tribe Was far more beneficial
for the project.

In 'another Indiah community, an all-Indian school board

has contracted for control of the school.

The establishment of.a separate

parent advisory committee appears unnecessary, especially since the triballyelected school board must' answer to the tribe for activities in the school.
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It does not appear that the Indo-European, Asian and Pacific language
groups have similar. objections to Title VII guidelines regarding parent
1-

advisory com'ittees.
-

Alp

Limitations to parent and community involvement.

Each .project has

taken affirmative steps in providing for parent and community involvement.

These approaches vary according to their cultural needs and values; how_

ever, several factors have limited parent and community involvement:
1.

Parents and community members are not sure of their role in.the

formal education of,their children.

The process of changing attitudes.

habits, and behaviors will require much time and effort not only by the

project staff butbythe school and community'as a whole.
2.

Most community members have limited, if any, formal education.

Many cannot read or write either their native language or English, such
that written communication from the project, i.t., letters and newsletters,
is insufficient in encouraging involvement. -Direct personal contlict was
necessary.
3.

Most parent and community members pre required under Title VII

policies to 'volunteer their time to the project.

However; for most coMmun-

,

ity members who are poor and uneducated in formal schools, survival is a
constant struggle- ,Projects reported that these community members ao not
have time to volunteer their services,' Native American projects, especially,
depend a great deal on community elders in reinforcing the oral traditions.
and in capturing the wealth of literature and history regarding the native
people.

Further, elders were needed in projects where the native language

has not beenvut into the written form.

Their advice and congultation were

necessary in order to represent the language correctly.

Projects pointed

out that adequate compensation should be given for their expertise and time,
.

which at present is not possible.
4.

Among Many language'groups, cultural activities traditiOnally

'include food.

Projects'have found that these cultural'activities and

eyents have successfully involved community people.
Title

The problem was that

guidelines prohibif.federal money, from being used to buy food.

As a. result, the projects must put much of their time and efforts into fund
drives and solicitations to continue their cultural activities.
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Community Impact

The purpose of collecting data from the community was to assess the
impact of the bilingual education project on the community as,a whole and
to determine the issues in parent and community involvement.

The community

members selected for these interviews included parents of children in the
project and in the school, community readers, elders, extended-family

members, and church leaders:

The.majority of community .members interviewed

spoke a language other than English as

first language.

Many-were mono-

lingual speakers of their native language, especially older community
members.

Most community members interviewed in metropolitan areas such as

New York and Providence, Rhode Island, indicated they had been born outside
the Continental United StateS.

In Seattle and Oakland, many indicated they

were recent arrivals to the United States..

By contrast, most of the com-

munity members in Native American projects were indigenous to their area,
although in two, projects .there'were several community members who were froti

other tribes.

.

The interview guides solicited information in five major areas which
are listed and summarized below.

Oommunity's.knowledge of the project, i.e., its,purpose, its

staff, andits activities;
Community's attitude toward education, i.e.,.their own education
and their children's education;

Community's attitude toward bilingual education'and the bilingual
project;

Community' Involvement in the project; and
Overall effect of the bilingual project in the community.
Community's -knowledge of the project.

All community members inter-

viewed were aware of the project and its general activiLeAprimarily as
a, result of the forMal,alid informal communicatti.ons 'received from the pro-

ject staff.

However, a primary concern of many community members was the,

inadequacy of communication between the'project and'communityj
wished to know more about project activities.

q

Many parents

4,

The primary source of information regarding the Project or school was
from friends or relatives; though in several projects the community liaison
was an important source.

While.all community members indicated they re-

,

ceived some written communication from the project in the form of.letteri
In these situations, parents* had

and newsletters, not all could read.

their children read project communications to them or relied on friends for
information.
.

Community's attitude toward education.

In regard to their own
-

formal education, those community members who had gone to school 'rated

their primary school education as being fair or good.

Only in the Portu-

guese bilingual Education Program did the majority of community members
rate their primary educational experience as being poor.

They felt they

had received an inadequate education, primarily as a result of the high
Education was too expensive in the mother country, or

cost of education.

the family needed the income from the'older children's employment.

There were many community members in each project who never went to

.school or went for only a few years., AmongNative Americans and second

,

generation immigrants the language,ba?rier was cited as the major problem.
Language arts areas, such'as reading, spelling, and English. presented them,

with the most problems, causing many to dislike school and to drop out.
While the educational level of adult community members, remains

their educational level is gradually changing with the increase_of adult
education offered by both the bilingual project and school.
a

Many parent

and community members indicated they had attended or were attending the
adult education classes offered.
Community's attitude toward bilingual education.

An overwhelming

majority of parents and commuVy members felt that bilingual education,
could have helped when.they were in school and that bilingual education
was very good for their children.

They indicated that the bilingual educe.

tion program hhd had a positive effect on their children, 'which was

demonstrated by a greater interest in school, better communication
with parents and elders, better relationships with teachers,and peers,
better understanding of the native culture, and a greater pOtential for
_success in their community as well as outside their community.
4
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Althougiv,the 'majority of parents were positive about bilingual educa-

there were a Lew community members whose different'viewsshoUld be
there
,--

...'

mentioneili, These persons:rated the bilingual education efforts as being
.

.

,

.
.

.

.

,

.

of only mode ate value.

The primary.cohcern was-,,the effect learning the,

native language would have on learning 4f English:- One mother felt that
the school. was teaching too much-of the native 'language and nor enough

0
English.

Singe most jobs required Skilln English, several parents felt

proficiency ta English should be learned first.
In'projeCts that were just beginning.'"or had 'encountered many problems'
.

in their development,_ there were"many parents. who were-supportive of the

-'

project's efforts but were critical OT the way the project was progressing.
Many-felt that the projects had too little coMmunicatioh Wtth the cdmmun,ity
.

.

and did not actively solicit or encourage their involvement, The inald*--

quacy of instructional materials and the lack of bilingual teachers were
1

%

also recognized as major project constraints in several projects, such that
parents indicated ldw expectations for the project..
s-

p

'
Community ts
involvement in the project-

Although the majority of

parents and,community Members werelsupportive of the. bilingual project,
they "indicated that they participated relatiVely little in,project activities,
_

Cultural activities in the"school such as cultural arts and crafts.presen4

Cations, plays, and cerebrations had the greatest apPeal for community
members.

)

Involvement in specific activities such as visiting classrooms,

volunteeriag servicep, and participating in special events-varied among
projects. .The most active community menfrers in the projects indicated that
,

they had. been informed of the activiti

personally asked to help in the project.

well in advance and/or had been
However, most -interviewees

cated they had not been asked personally to participate in the project.

Th- is

However, responses to.otherquestiohs.

finding was common'to'ptiojects.

suggest that interviewees may have misinterpreted sofie questions,

leading

to contradictoryanswers.' For example, some community Memberk were very
friendly with the bilingual instructors and/or community liaison person'and
did not Consider them as "project staff" who had invited them to participate.
4

Many parents Oho indicated they did not participate in the project also
noted that they had worked in the school :as cooks, house parents; instru,

4

tars, or consultantS.

"°
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Overall effect of the bilingual project inYthe'community.

The

impact, of the bilingual education project on ae;community was dependent
on the length of time the project had been operating. -"Projects that had

been operating for a few years saw mo.demonstratable gains than those .
/

However, all projects noted'tbe kraauW. effect

projectt just starting.
.

bilitigual education was having on the community., Both Project- stafrand
.

community indicated what they considered to be the significant gains
the community.

These are summarized below.

1. .Parents felt their children were receiving a good education
through the bilingual- project.

They indicated that their children had

greater'interest in school with fewer academic problems tfian before the
bilingual project.
.

2. Teachers noted an increase in student attendance, self-concept,
and achievement,
3.

At half of the projects visited, the majority of parents and com-

munity members felt the bilingual education, project had had a positive

effecf-on their involvempt in educational matters.

Being involved in,

bilingual education activities such as the work of the Parent Advisory'
Committee, the work of 'house parents, or as participants =in various cul.

tural activities were the primary reasons given.
4.

In all the projects, parent and community involvement had sig-.

nifitantly increased.frOm the beginning of the project.

5. Having bilingual teachers who were from the community working in
the sehool,and the open,; inviting na;ure of the project,, made community

members more comfortable when visiting schools, `Since a language-barrier
4:

-

was not a problem, parents atentied more project meetings.
,.

.

-.
A

'6. 'Parents also felt proud that they coUld now. help their children
in their school work.

In some cases, parents wanted to further.their own,

education or their knowledge of .their native language in order to help_ '..
their children.

7.1

Among all projects, there appeared to. Hese new understanding or-

oerception of how their language and culture fits into the educational--;,.

L

system.

.

Many expressed,hAppiness'and relief that now the schoolk had

recognized their language'and culture and-Were using it to help their :
-

O.

,

0

children.
)

8.

-

In Native American communities, the riativelanguage'instructors

showed determination in getting their college degrees.

This was especially

significant since few, if any, in -these communitieshad degrees.

Furthe-

.

more, most native language teachers in these communities showed an increasing
degree of self-confidence in the_ schodl and in. their work,

Program and Student Evaluation
In compliance with Title VII ,guidelinep for programs, all projects

Student Performance objectives in

carry out formal evaluation activities.

the instructional cothponent are established and various instruments such
as Ptandardized tests, criterion-referenced tests, teacher -made tests,

observations, or surveys are used for measurement.

,

These data, together

with data regarding program operations, are then summarized in interim

..
and final evaluation reports whiclaare filed withOE.

However,.within

,these evaluation procedures, projects experienced many difficulties.

These

issues are discuPsed under the,followirig topics:
,,

Lack of appropr'ate' tests;

Di-Uiculties,in developing tests;
Use of:evaluation results; and'
-

-

Formative VP.-summetive evaluation.

.

Lack of appropriate tests.

All projectS.noted-the
lack of appro.,

priate tests as their first-arid major problem in, evaluation.

For most

,

Native American projects, there were no, standardized tests written in their
languages.

One exception...W'aP a Navajo- translated test for K-1 grades.

For Asian and indol-Europeah language'groupp,'thoC st commercially- prepared
er.

tests written in their languages,Were flom foreign countries.

The, language

and cultural experience in present,communities. were so differentffroth that
of the mother co untry that these "tests' were inappropriate. ..Furthermore,

.all prpject directors indicated that the mailable standardized
standardized testswere
biased,toward the, dominant Anglo culture and thus did not fairly document"
.

theit,studentst,ability pr potential.

Under these conditions, it was

i

.

difficult 0,itiow student gains ach ieved by the bilingual program.
'Difficulties In the development of tests.
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In%response to thelf.

1.

evaluation needs, projects set out to develop tests whichwould adequately
measure their students' progress in meeting project objectives.

The first

For some projects,

prOblem was lack of trained staff to prepare tests.

particularly the Native American, staff members had no formal education
beyond high school and wets unfamiliar with evaluation procedureS.

For most projects, it was necessary to secure an outside evaluator
who had the required-expertise. ,Research organizations and universities
were the.likely.candidates for this position.

However, consultation proved

to be expensive for the projects and they could afford-only a few days
of consultation.

In order to provide for on-going evaluation and to cut

-consultation costs4 an on-site evaluator 'was hired, Since there were no
.trained persons available for this iosition, the on-site evaluator's tasks

were limited.to collecting and filing data for the contracted evaluator who
would prepare the interim and final report.

Training in evaluation for

local personnel was seen as essential in this component,

In two projects,

this was.possible:' Southwest Research Asiociates, the contracted evaluator
.

for Rock Point Bilingual Education Program and for Pr oject SUN, provided'
.

evaluation training:seminars for the on-site evaluators.

These training

sessions were found to be most beneficial ,to the projedts,_yet still
iimite8 in terns of the number of sessions and topics. covered.

,

While-most'

sprojecti considered trained evaluatorg on -site more4benefictal, most prod

jectswho had contracted out their" gvaluatidns were satisfiedwith ihiS
.

ar!tangement?

Teacher -made ,tests were often the-primary instruments.used.to assess
student performance, but projects felt th,is was often. inadequate.

One pro-

jeca'sconcern was that there were no standardized- criteria for Meeting

'

objectives in different schdiolS.44
.

.
.

project to determine nafive language

Some tests were developed by t,

.

-comprehension and ability.

Others 'Were.developed to test student's mastery

,..

and achievement in the native langiiage after language learning.." The latter
.

.

.

.
,

.

,

seemed more difficult to develoP,in-that itreciaired teacher or staff
mastery Of'the.oral and'Written:natiVe language.

,

Among Native: American
.

I

'projects, this mastery.had yet to.be achieved since the written system had,
,

.

.

Indt been.fully-developedor'had only recently been develped,

7
;

0"

CT

.

Several projects used standardized tests as models, translating the
various terms and adapting them to meet the cultural environment,

However,

translating the English terms into the native language required,great
.

versatility in the native language, which was sometimes more - skill than

one person had.

The test-development procesi necessitated frequent consul-

tation with all bilingual staff and sometimes with various community mem-

bers to capture the most accurate translation., all of %Mich required much
time.

Furthermore, norms for these tests were no longer applicable.
Use of evaluation results.

Though all projects carried gut on-

/

going informal evaluation activities, it was often not po'ssible for some

projects to see the results of the first three months' activities until
later in the school year when the formal evaluations were submitted to OE.
At

This was particularly true in projects which had outside evaluators.

these sites, teachers submitted various evaluation documents to the on-site
evaluator who then sent them to the contracted evaluator.

After the data

were synthesized, a report was filed with OE and with the project.

Results

of the evaluation often did not get to the teachers or to theprojects
until late in the year and, consequently, could not be constructively used.
Furthermore, analyses in the reports were primarily suited to OE's purposes
and did -not provide needed guidance to teachers, who did not see how their
students were doing in telation to other schools or projects.

Strengths

and weaknesses were not pointed out, nor were the teachers given constructive guidance on how to improve their instructional program.
Formative vs. summative evaluation.

Most projects were generally

satisfied with evaluations each year which provided feedback necessary to
change and improve their programs.- However, project directors'_typically

said.that summative evaluations were not helpful d

g the first several

years because their programs at that time were not fully developed.

The

majority of projects agreed that until reliable instruments were available,
and until the projects have had time to resolve some of their major problems-'
such as developing curriculum and materials, training staff, and developing.
tests, it was pointless and misleading to conduct summative evaluations.

9
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CONCLUSIONS AND RE

DATIONS

The conclusions and recommendations ade here must be viewed as being
both preliminary and tentative.

Our findings have been based upon a very

limited sample of 10 projects and upon the reports and observations rather
than upon strictly objective evidence.

Also, _we have not attempted to

assess the merit of various project goals relative to other possible goals.

Rather we have accepted the goals of the 10 projects as important and
worthwhile and have concentrated our efforts on identifying problems in
meeting those goals and in suggestin:E. ways of doing it.

Thus, se have been

limited in drawing broad conclusions about the Title VII program, and the
reader should be' equally cautious in recognizing these limitations.

Nevertheless, this study has allowed us to identify a number of issues
which have relevance to the Office of Education in its efforts to improve
the implementation of Title VII projects for Native American, Indo-European,
Asian and Pacific language groups.

The present study set out to identify and explore some of the impor-'
tant issues in bilingual-bicultural education programs which serve Native
American, Indo-European, Asian and Pacific language groups.

Somehow the

word, "issue;" has a way of taking on a negative value in a study of this
type and becomes almost synomymous with the word, "problem."

Although

there are usually conclusions to be drawn which have a positive overtone,
thoge which lead to recommendations usually carry a negative overtone.

F

Thus, a report may unintentionally appear critical, failing to poitray the
many successes of the bilingual-bicultural program.

Since the emphasis

of this section is on ways to improve the overall program, more attention
is paid to needs than is paid to successes.
.

This section is in'two parts, the first has implications for the

planning and operation of TitleVIZ projects.

The second part refers to

Title VII legislation'in relation to the study findings.
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part I:

-Procedures in Planning and Operating Title VII Projects

Flexible policies toward project needs.
-

The authors of this report

visited the 10 projects and were struck by how different each project was.
In addition to differences in language and culture were ,a whole host of

differences that can best be characteriZed as forming the contexts for the
project.

The interaction of all these factors resulted in projects with

quite different problems and quite different goals and approaches to
bilingual-bicultural education.

Given that an overall goal of bilingual

bicultural education,, regardle'ss of the funding agency, is to provide

diverse groups of children with meaningful.education, then it is reasonable
that projects would be very different.

In fact, if they were not so dif-

ferent, one might question whether the programs were really using the

-

languages and cultures to best advantage in being responsive to the students
they served.

The fact that the /10 Title VII projects were so different.

indicates that prograth officers and others in charge of administering

projects in the Division of Bilingual.Education under the Office of EduceA

don have been flexible in permitting projects to develop tb best meet
their needs.

To the authors of the presentreeort, flexible policy

guidelines and reasonableness on the part of program officers have been
essential ingredients'to the development of projects under rhe Title VII
prograt to date.
.

Without 'these ingredients-,-projects which are responsive

to so many diverse language grodps,and cultures and operate'insuch different contexts, could not have begun.
Long-range benefits of bilingual-bicultural projects.

There is some

evidence in the study findings that the Title VII program,.is prOctucing
.

,

some long-range benefits for people"who belong to Native American,
European, Asian and Pacific language groups.

Indo-

More speakers of these lan-

gdages are involved in the total educational process as teachers, instrucrtional assistants, and as members of parent and 'community advisory commit-

y

,

tees.

Many ate working toward degrees through the- assistance of Title VII

fellowships and training prograths.

Materials are -being produced for the

.first time which represent the perspective of these language groups,
.whereas before, such materials were simply not available.

With many members

.

of the communities served by the 10 projects that we visited feeling good
...,.

.$

'.

./I
about the bilingual-bicultural programs in their schdols, it is reasonable

to assume that some.of this good feeling might generalize, and that'
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eventually, there will he considerably more community involvedent local
educational- programs that.serve. these groups.

Community impact.

The great.majority of parents and communiec'members

interviewed at each af,the 10 project sites were overwhelmingly supportive
the bilingual-bicultural programsthe

This - support was evident even though_

egree ro Which thenative language:as _used in the curricula varied
.,.. _

so much betwen the 10 projects.

In some projects, the bilingual-bicultural

program amounted to a single 30 minute class each-day which essentially
_

___t_

..-

eaughtthe native language as a second language; while in other proiects,-/-

the bilingual-biculturaI program involved the use of.the native language'
at least 50% of the time and in most subject-matter classes.

With few-

exceptions, the parents and community members who were interviewed liked
having the native language and culture, taught in the school and wanted it

continued.- Interviewees gave examples of young children who could converse
with their grandparents while older children who had not been in the program could not.

I. t was generally felt that the bilingual - bicultural project_-

had the effect of elevating the native language and culture to a more
prestigious position in the community.. Some-tea
about the impact of the programs and'siecifiEa

ers also were_positiye

y poied improvementS in the

self- concepts of the native language-dominant children.

It was clear that,

in terms of, an affective response, the Title VII gojetts were having a-

positive impact on most of theicammunities.we visited.
Use of planning grants.

The study findings suggest that many projects

are not ready to start instructional.programsthe first year.

Time is -_

needed to hire staffdevelop materials, and to gain the respect and support
of non- project staff.

This would seem to be particularly true of projects

which involve langauges,.cultures,, and situations which are less common.

For example, given that programs without orthographies Cannot operate in
the same way as programs with orthographies, they may need additional.
*planning t.iomebefore implementing bilingual- bicultural education in.fhe
classtooms.

Some local people have neve

een in.classrooms as teachers:

Others have been reluctant to even enter the school.

Thesepotential

teachers need time for orientation, training,-planning,,etc.
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Given that there is a need for more planning time for many projects
than has been standard in the past,

following recommendations seem

indicated:

Locd1 educational agencies could be encouraged to apply
for planning grants before implementing projects and to request
- extension of plAntling grants when necessary.
_

.

TheOffice of Education could provide technical assistance and support in the development of planning grants.
Technical assistance for Title VIt projects.

Most projects visited

felt that they lacked safiCient time and resources,, particularly at the
Y

start, and they felt ill-,prepared to do the best job of planning and proposal preparation.

They also indicated a nee4 for more assistance in ob-

..

tainihg and developing materials.

They wanted_to be put in contact with

other projects that had,obtained or developed materials for projects
involving the same or similar native langauges.
of any sourctes of materials that they couldVse.

They needed to become aware
And, they wanted to

improve their own skills so they could better develop materials.

Newly hired staff need to develop their skills for teaching bilingualbicultural classes.

Instructional assistants need information about ave-

nues to becoming certified bilingual-bicultural teachers.

Although many

project directors have been able to get local colleges and universities to
offer degree courses, the content seldom is directly relevant to the opera-'

Uon of a bilingual-bicultural project.Since most project directors are, not familiar with evaluation method-

ology, projects are not alWays aware of how changes in program activities,

non-random assignment of students to experimental and control groups, incidental treatment effect's, and other 'factors may affect evaluation results.

Even though an independent on-site conSultant may'design the evaluation
plan for a project, collect the data, and analyze it, their help does not
preclude _problems which can Make results useless.

Greater utilization of planning grants could offset some,of the difficulties in the early stages of project development, .but.the findings

suggest a need for greater technical assistance and guidance throughout
the life of projects.

And it seems clear that such assistance could best
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be given if.it were coordinated by the Office of Education.

The mandate of

Title VII could be expanded to include the provision of greater technical as:sistance to developing projects.

It is recommended that assumption of-the

following resionsibilities be considered by the Office of Education:

Assist new and developing projects during planning stages

.

.

by identifying useful resources and putting new projects in con.

tact with older projects with similar goils.

Assist projects in Preparing.proposals in planning grants
and continuation funding by informing.them of recent policy changes
and insuring that required procedures are followedAssist projects in locating and/or developing appropriate
instructional materials by disseminating'information about commercially-produced materials and materials produced by other projects,

and through trainingprograms, e.g.; workshops and seminars.
Materials development and dissemination centers could assist projects
in this way, and it is suggested that such centers be accountable to
the projects they serve.

Assist projects with staff recruitment and development
problems by encouraging (via funds) and coordinating programs at
colleges and universities which offer Courses, credits and degrees
appropriate for bilingual - bicultural education.

Assist projectsjn developing appropriate evaluation
strategies which provide results which are meaninkful to the
.projects, as well as to the Office of-Education.

Assist projects in solving potential and actual conflicts
between Title VII and state or federal policies by working with
the agencies involved.

These activities might best be coordinated at the regional level by a,

program officer who can visit projects periodically and assume responsibility
for providing or coordinating Whatever technical assistance is nee-ded.

Should the Office of Education decide to expand its role under Title
VII, it is prObable that no new agencies would haVe-to be created.

Many

of the added functions might be implemented through existing facilities
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such as federal regional, offices, resource centers, dissemination centers,

material development centers; and teacher training centers.
Continuance of projects beyond the:denionstration period.

Title VII

is designed to support demonstration rather thdn service projects.

Projedts,

thus, are funded for a set Period Of time (originally a maximum of fiVe
--years) to develop and demonstrate bilingual-bicultural education programs

with the expectation that successful projects would then be taken over by

the state or local educational agencie.who would then absorb their costs.
It was also the intention that exemplary demonstration projects would be
replicated elsewhere without using. Title VII funds.

In many instances'

.

LEAs are not in a position to assume these costs, particularly in settings
where there is no local tax base, and the continuance and replication of
demonstration projects,is jeopardized by lack of funds.

We suggest, therefore, that the Office of Education
could identify those projects which are unlikely to be funded
locally at the end of the demOnstration period and assist SEAs
and LEAs in exploring other avenues for funding.
.

Gaining support from local non-project personnel.

The study findings

'indicated that projects sometimes were not well integrated-into the total

school system. Their place in the organizational structure was sometimes
not. clear to administrators and non-project personnel.

They were often

,,viewed as another federal program that may or may not be around the-following
.

year and not as a part of the total educational program.

When this happened,

projects. became isolated, communication between project and non-project per..

sonnel was reduced, and so-was cooperation and mutual sharing of resources.
A number of other pradtices were identified in the study that May have
contributed to the tendency for some projects to alienate non - project staff.

Included in these were the displacement of-non- bilingual teachers as pro-

grams expanded into additional grades, the practice of providing project
teaching staff-with classroom assistants, and release time to attend
special workshops.

These practices, however, may not be at the heart of

most problems between projeCt and non-project personnel.

A more likely

cause is a lea of communication with teachers and administrators about
the project and a tendency not to involve them in planning and operating
the project.
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The following suggestions are offered as possible ways for projects
to gain support from non-project personnel:.
Involve non-project personnel in planning the-project:

Allow such potential problems as the displacement of

non-httingual=teachers4th0-pr4fect grows surface eatly, so
-77
that people can plan for chinges.

AdministratOrs might be

encouraged to develop plans for finding positions in other
schools for displaced teachers.

Seek ways-in which project staff can assist non.

project staff.

Assistance with school-wide or district-wide

:multicultural programs is a possibility.

.

.

.

Team teaching might be used as a way of developing
'good working relationships between project and non-project
personnel.

Seek Contact and communication with teacher unions

and organizations so that such misunderstandings do not

develop.
In addition, the Office of Education might encourge better planning
for the integration of a project into the total school or aisttict program
by requiring that these points be addressed in propoSals When they are
appropriate._

Assistance of dissemination centers in materials development.

Most

-project sawa need for assistance in materials development, particularly
for beginning projects.

Established commercially-produced materials for

Native American, Indo-European, Asian and Pacific language.groups do not
appear to be a feasible source of materials for bilingual-bicultural eddca;

tion.

For example, for most Native American langdages, there are too few

children learning the language to induce commerical producers to compete
in developing: instructional materials for them.
Afigt

Even for those Native

American langnageithat have enough speakers to create a demand for materials,
such as Naliajo and Yupik Eskimo, experience to date indicates that comer-

./

-Fially-produced materials must-still be extensively modified before they are
.
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really suitable for the needs of children in various prqjects.

This is

also true for Indo-European, Asian and Pacific language groups as well.

As with ommerically-produced materials, the sharing of materials pro.

duced.by other projects greatly aids projects byspreading new ideas, concepts, innovations, and.technigues.

However, in 'the projects included in

this study, we found that the greater part of bilingual-bicultural curricuiuM
and materials development' must be.done locally in order to insure appropriate

Occasionally-materials developed by other projects may be used,

content.

but they require extensive modifications.
.

Those projects which serve Lan-

guages which are not unique to one project have a decided advantage in the
important goal of acjuiring and developing relevant instructional mater.ials.
.

f"

Native American-projects that must' build a program without an acceptable

orthography experience many difficulties id their plannidg and development
stage.

1

The most evident problems encountered are no appropriate language

instruction materials to begin the program and few, if any, staff who can'
read or write the language.

Because of the changing nature of theoortho-

.

graphy and variations in the languages, initial books wtitten must'be
ay,"

revised to correspond to the new forms of.the orthography and new under-

.

standings.

Alsb, staff have tobe trained in language literacy before

literacy can be taught to the children.

Every part of the developing and

' refining of the language and the materials takes much time.

When different dialects exist in a community, projects choose as a
medium of instruction a.language or major dialect that is widely used and
which has a written form.

Projects were sensitive to the dialects and

local variations prevalent in the community but did not teach them.

Among

Native American projects, the typical approach.is to reflect the dialects
and local variations in the orthography, and subsequently, in the materials
that were developed.

In summary, expertise in the native languages and in. linguistic principles will no doubt becOine more important as'technigal expertise in

bilingual-bicultural education grows, and programs have mastered more basic
o

problems.

For the present, however, such problems as acceptance, and sup -'

te

port for'the project both at school and in the community, finding and

.
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training staff, acquiring and- developing materials, and finding financial
.

support will continue to be the most important conterns.
.Resdurce problems'tend to occur more in projects involving. Native

American languages.

Isolation.from institutions or resource centers is
-ei

probably the dignficant factor.
.

Also, few people or institutions have

dealt with these languages before.

If there are no printing facilities at

a school in an isolated village or on a reservation, materials must be sent
to the closest-town for printing, slowing the development process down
-

considerably.

On the other hand, for city schoolss printing facilities may
10

be available-at the schoOl or at the district or city off ices. which are

fairly close at hand.

The problem fOr Native American projects Is icom-,

pounded by the need to devel6p more of their instructional materials, locally.

It is apparent that there needs to be a greater exchange of materials.

development ideas (rather than content) among programs since there.is such
variation'in languages and dialects.

It is important though thavprograbs-

share_ideas about curriculum content, approaches,.materials development
approaches, uses, resources, etc.

Conferences provide one alternative

but they are inadequate in many ways.
and often too large.

They are infrequent, unstructured,

There" needs, to be some kind of easy access of infor-

mation among the Title VII projects.
.

,

It also agpers that many projects wish t6 maintain control over
$

materials development at the school level.

'great need to share ideas and 'Materials, and to perhaps receive training
.

in how to develop materials themselVes to meet' local needs.

Some specific recommendations regarding materials development for
,

AsTlve American, Indo-European, Asian and Pacific bilingual-bicultural
projects are:

The clearinghouse function of disseminatiOn centers
could be emphasized.

There continues to be a need for some

place where projects can turn to to learn about materials
that have been developed commercially or by other-projects..

An important function then is to disseminate information.to
projects on a regular basis about new materials, new
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Even so, most programs have a

techniques,..and new resources that are eithercommercially
available or have. been developed by other projects.

The materials development function of_existing.
4

centers could be deemphasized.' Instead, SEEN...at the

-project level could be trained by experts at the centers
and encouraged to delielop materials locally.

-

Local

efforts could be supportedby centers with technical
assistance in the areas 9f-editing:printing, and, graphic
reproduction&
,

udy

Payments tollocal people for involvement in project activities,

findings indicated that some projects felt that it was appropriate and
necessary to pay local people for their contribution when involving-them
For example, some projects felt that elderg.in the

in project activities.

village should be paid for the time they'spend relaying information about

the culture, history, literature, scienceetclof
the group to a prOject
--,
staff person to develop stories or materials, °They also felt that loCal
,

1

people should be paid for coming to. the schoorto teach the children things
about the culture that the regular teacher cannot and for working with the
.

linguist to develop an orthography.
.

Although it is the usual practice to pay consulteants for their time.

and advice on matters relating fo materills.deveiopment or evaluation, it
'fs

has not been customary to ~pay parents-or relatives of students'for time
that is spent in special school programs.

Since several projects indicated that community
involvement has been hampered beCause of their inability
-to make, such payments, we suggest that the Office of Educao
tion examine the potential problem in greater depth than we

.

.

have been able to do and to determine Whether or not it
severely hampers community participation in biling44bicultural projects:
Evaluation of bilingual-bicultural)Projects.
reveal that problems in evaluation persist.

The study findings

Changes in project goals,

unavailablilityof Standarized tests in the native language., and lack of
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staff who aretrained in evaluation methi4O160*4.afectp.,
t-

Two-recopmendations seem appropriate here:

.

-

F-or;' new projAits,10mpasis!-should be Placed on'iciraativ;ir

p-

evaluation with rapid feedback to the project in new or dev
.

' fiZ

-

ing-instruetional strategies hdfore summatilgt
3 '

evaluatio4ns

are

a

attempted.

s 44Eientioned under recommendatiorl,f.or technical'
assistance td projects, the Office of Edilcation might, provide-

,

0

'workshops and advice to projects through' experts at region 1
.14.6ters.

=

Most programs.noted that considerable time and,'

Funding practices.

''

,

effott went into proposal preparation and related efforts to secure funds
4.

A

It was gegetally felt that-funaing periods longer_ than a year

each year.

at a tiie would place projects in stronger positions when hiking- 'or re&

-

.

-

--'twining stakfanA in convincing non-project staff.that the bilngu'al-

bicultural project-is not likely tb he discontinVed, It wag' also noted

that offical notification offunding-f-the following year sometimes came
v

'

'

po late that project staff felt, compel..to& to seek positions that-Tdete mote

r

'..,'

.

.

appropriate:
.

...'s

,

,

...

_

'

--i.:

.

.

-

,

,.---

it

'

.

___.......

_,-..1

-

If noifitation of funding could be made before the '.

_,.04.-------N

,

.

. -

end,

of April, it would alloWeproject staff to make plan's before.
-

.

Wa3.

4

.-

longer than one year at a time.'
1

.,..,

.

.

-

-

-

'

-:

Whenever possible, projects could, he-;,funded fi;' per1

-.

,

,

.

.

Based on these Problems, .4,
The Xdllowing recopnanlatIons SeeM

secure.
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Part-III

,

. .

Title VII Legislation

.

,

This part of Conclusions and recommendations is limited to_a review of

-

study findings which suggest possible asanges 1."g Title VII regulati6ns.or

- -

legislation.
.

Implications of the fi.rdings for legislatile changeS-are

,-.

---

;

included in this report-as a means io,aid the Office Of Education in .further-

.

-

ing the overall purposesof Title VII.

The diacUssion
is -presented under
...
.

_

.,

,

,..,

.

.,,

-

,-

four headings flowed by a suggestion to ,study

,::--

.

egialatin.

.Allowable activities and objectives'.
.

Ability of local educational agencies.toabsoib projeCti

4

.

Bilingual-biCultural education,
,

t

.

.

fideral desegregation policy.
-'

..

,.--

.

.

Definition of Parent-Advisory,dommIttee
.,.

47-

.

*

,!

Allowable activities and objectives.
.

The study found that current.

,

.

;

,,

.

bilingual.- bicultural projects can be classified as having one of the fol\-

.

loWing four general goals:--transitional, mono-literate, partial bilingual,
and full bilingual.

Under these general goals,One or more of the following
.
.
project objectives are adopted: _improving English language skills,- main-

4

16'

A:.

taining bilingualism, testling the vitality of languages other than English,
-.-

,

_

.

..,

and improviu-Ahe self -image of children of limited English-speaking ability.
.

The findings -also suggest that the individual-needs of eligible target
.

children may require quite% different project goals and approachea in order
..

,

.

--

...

.
,

--1.

.

to meet their diverse needs and that'gOme_actOities may hot. be allowable
'I,

under a strict interpretation of present Title VII legislation.

.

It is recommended that the Office of Education study,
,

.

the issue of allowable activitii0Liid,olljeCtidyes under Title

that' they

Va_legislation,and
...

considei

bicages:whieh.V11

.

,

MIT' .activities and obje'ctives that ea

best meet the needs.

per
of

/P.,

such diverse groups as, those investig4ted in the Present-study.
ir

': -'

-

,,

,

--

The study findings also indicated that some projec'ts had,troublejn

preparihg budgetsbecause'it was not cloOr to them jest what activities

were allowable. Activities might be approved fOr one project;vh4e 4dite
.

-

.

,

,

..,
Similak activities would not beapprovel for another projeat without any
-

..

,-

,

.

.

.

;

official. explanation from-the Funding agency`'
r

-

.

It was,alsoobserve&by some of the eduytors interviewed duzring site
.

visits that problems. som etimes arise,when the Projsect
.

.

ndTh:Offieof

.

84
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.,

,

)

r
.

_

.

,

.

gducation disagree about whettaf a
an approved budget line item.

expenditure is.justified under

For example,-although activities such as

--

.Ommunityand.educatipnal activities"
are approved by the legislation,
.
.
expenditures for things such as food or the paid participation of community
^

elders may be refused reimbursement.
.

Because the differences among pro-,

.
.

Arms and the 1pnguagegroups.t4ey,setve are great, some flexibility in--.

__cot
s

7,o

%

approval seems_
see

necessary,
essry

as rigid cost guidelines might bias the

content of program, and tend to put a chill on new strategies and methods.
On. the other hand, too much flexibility in the present lausi.and regulations
may permit too, much "arbitrary agency action.

A solutionimight be to develop a cost schedule on an

/'

"including but nob 1i:baited to" basis, leaving- the review of

other kinds of cos ii to the discretion of the agency on a case-

4

.

by-case basis.

Ability of local educational agencies to absorb projects.

The study

-indicates"that some communities served by Title VII projects are not able
to absorb the costs of pfojects,es desired by the Office of Educatioh,
particularly Ngtive American communities, en reservations which do not have

On reservations, the problem

a tax base from which revenue can be sought.

.is further compounded by unusually high program costs, resulting from the
Media materials

fact.that the languages involved are, commonly unwritten.

suitable for formal education ere for the most part nonexistent in these
languages, and it takes much longer to develop them than the five years
generally allotted for demonstration projects.
A possible sol'ittion is to establish refunding appro7

priations for - successful on-going Title-VIZ-programs who are
unable to secure further local funding:-

Bilingual-bicultural education and federal desegregation policy.

The

study findings indicate that grouping students

programs often resulted in groups that were not in cOMpliancelaith federal
desegregation poliCies.

Concern that bilingual-bicultural education might

.

ti

serve as a pretense for, evading federal desegregati n laws' has resulted in
i

Improvident limitations on programs.

'
;

,
le.

..-

.
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,
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1
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the issue of whether or not grouping studenl.s,- for purposes of

bilingual-bicultural programs violat&s federAl desegregation
laws, and to seek ways of permitting groupings which are necessary to bilingual-bicultural education without violating the
',intent of civil rights laws.

.

at

Definition of parent advisory committee.

The findings indicated that
-

an important issue, especially among Native American communities, is the
composition And selection of parent advisory committees under Title VII.

The Title VII guidelines now require that only parents of children in the
project can comprise the parent advisory group for bilingual 'education,

and that the election of persons to the group will be by these parents.

'This stipulation is antithetical to the values of many Native American
communities since the native language and culture and its use in the
school are viewed as a concern of the total community, and not just parents.
It is suggested that the Office of Education review
those sections of the guAdelines which prescribe how "parent
tivisory committees" should .be formed, and that they seek

changes which will permit the formation of advisory groups
which are More in keeping with:the values and structure ofNative American communities.
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APPENDIk.A

Issues in Bilingual Education of Particular Relevance to
Native American, Indo-European, Asian and Pacific Language Groups
r.

Explanatory Note;

Appendix A incorporates All the issues taken from the literature'
review, which were found to be important in bilingual education for
Native American, Indo-European, Asian and Pacific language groups.
Because of the comprehensive nature of the issues.and the limited scope_
of this study, it was necessary to reevaluate them in terms of priority:
areas.

In February, 1975, the Bilingual Advisory Panel rankkIrdered the
The issues with circled numbers indicate the Panel's fital
determination of the most important issues. Although this study
attempted to explore all the issues, primary emphasis willba given
to those issues cogsidered most important:
issues.

e"

fr

v'

4
7);

C)
1

,

Issues in Bilingual Education of Particular Relevance to
Native American, Indo-European, Asian and Pacificjanguage Groups

"Issues Keyed
to Sites

To what extent,does the environment of
---the'reservation or village present
unique differences and/or problems for
bilingual-bicultural programs?

y..;

Are there unique differences between onreservation and off-reservation India
and their...educational needs Which have
implications for bilingual-bicultural

programs?

3. To what extent does environment affect
language dominance?
.

-

To what extent do traditional Indian
values of the Native people affect the
content; the methodologies; and the re
lationships of people in t
bilingualhicultural program?
TQ what extent do bilingual program

5.

staffs. see their function as the perpetuation of the oral tradition of the
tribes, or do they see thisas a film-tio'n of the community?

To what extent does the range of child,
rents speaking ability, from-limited
English to non-English, affect the de-.
-velopment of the bilingual-bicultural
curriculum?

:>

.

To what extent do Indian communities
.

whose first language. is pritharily Eng-

lish need or want_bilingual-bicultOal
education?

.---

*

e To .itiai-extent do-: outside ilialtences,
'' attitudes
i.e.; wterials.;.teacher.
.',...---.541Lol ourriculuM, etc., affect a,

'Chiles selfr-contept?

.,.

4i,
.

me of the considerations in
a bilinguaI-h4oultural,program.whioh
;:-," till pharigepenegative self-image?

9. Whatare

r

,

-

88
'A-1
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Issues Keyed
to Site
v. '4_
Witt problems exist for bilingual pro-,
grams where the Native language has not,,.
been put into a literate state, or has
rcently beeaput,in a literate Mate ?'
dl.

What problems exist,,in the,troinsition of
the oral Language intowa literate atate?

12.

In terms of the development of the or.thographies to be used in the bilingdalprogram, towhat extent are non-Indian
linguists and anthropologists able-to

.

2) 4 I5 '

e

21;4,5

developritted systems and materials
that do' not misrepresent; the exiting
culture or detract frod the oral tradition 'of the tribe?

. 4
What linguistic consIderagions (i.e__.alphahet,,Sounds, dialects, etc.) affect

1-10

the bilkrigua-l.prograth, particularly

materials development; teache;ittaining,
and instruction?
1-5

14. How effective have programs been in incorporating the oral tradition into a
--formal seducational system which requires.
translation into both written and'spoken.
English?

2,4,5

What arethp cost" implications of bilingualprOgrams for Indian tribes who
' hava06 k)rthography?

-.15.
'.

'11,15'whav'extent haye hilingual-biCUltural
pi=ottliMS been ableotoenlist community
support and. involvement?
0p.

To'Zhat L'eent has:-community.coprol of
-....schOola-been able to carry out Eheir
.own goals?

`,4- 11.

,
.

'

2,4

.

I

How heyepolicieS of the TitleVII or
state,policies-helpea.or: deterred cpm
munity fafillment, of `educational'
goals?

e%.

t "-

`t
,

'7

2,4

a

s
IssueIssues
Keyed

to Sites
*.t

1.1!)

To what extent has community involvement
been able to affect change in student
attitudes, behaviors, and achievement in
the school?

1-10

20.

Now has.parent and community involvement
in and out of the school affected'a.
change in attitude -and'actipes among the
community at large?

1-10,

21

What are some of the approaches used by
bilingual programs that have provided
successful involvement of parents'and
community in and out of the school?

1-10

To what extent are there yet constraints
to community involvement and how.are
programs able to overcome such con-

1 -,1 0

straints?
23..

How have time'limits, manpower, and
costs affected goals and procedures in
bilingual-bicultural programs?

1-]0

24.

To what extent do programs feel it is
necessary to instruct non-Indian Chil-

3,4,5

dren in theNtive language and culture?
Pt,

25.

What are the most appropriate methods
of teaching language and'culture to the
tribe?.

1-5

(576)

To what extent doeslanguage.dominance,
either in English or in the Native fan,guage, affect the methodology in a

1-5

.

bilingual - bicultural program?.
r.

(2.'
71

What do programs s ee'as the "ideal;
teacher in an Indian bilingual -b160.tural program?

'28.

To wh.at extent have programs, been able
to secure this "ideal" teacher?

29.

To what extent havb, alive personnel
aided in the planning7jand,developm4nt
of bilingual-bicultufal proAra610

17

1-L5"

'1-5

.116.

Issues-Keyed
to Sites
To what.extent do non-Indian teachers'
orientation to Indian cultures and lan-o

,ages affect their attitudes and subsequent behavior in the education of
children both Indian and non-Indian?

What approaches to training and development have programs used to develop
derstanding and appreciatin of the
language and culture?
32.

,33.

34.

35.
.

What kind of training or development is
necessary for Native personnel v.Ap are
not yet certified?
To what extent have-'state laws regarding
certification affected Native teacher
recruitment'and/or training?

To what extent have bilingual programs:
been able to encourage Indian people
into the educational! profeisfons?
What have' been Some of the effective
.
.methods of providing motivation for
these prospective teachers?

36.

To what extent do certaA.d cultural con-sideratidns of the tribt'affect the
'strategies of usacher training and
development?

37.

To What ext,Int hir-e bilingual program

r

.

been able to use traditional and CQM
merciamatelrials?

'

-

.

38.

o39.

To what exteni have programs been able
to use mntetilAs from other existing
Indian biingu4i-bicultural programs?

e

lo what extent.have programs been 'able
t'
use' standardized tests?

41* Wherstnnd'ardized tests are.inappro-priiCe;,4tow have progplims ovtremme thiS
-*=&tr;itiA"
/

A-4
_

,r .

Issues -Keyed

to Sites
s

What techniques-have. programs used 'to

evaluate the student and communityeduCational needs?
42. .To.what extent should a staddard language be t_ell,ghP in addition to the local

dialect?
43.

V

Is the "ideal" bilingual teacher one

who in addition to speaking the.standard language, speaks the local dialect?
44.

To what extent should' speakers of'the
local dialect be required-or be given
the opportunity to learn a standard
language?

45:

To what extent should English-do4inant
children'be exposed to and instructed
in the nonstandard local dialects?

46.

To what extent does the fact-that a
community's. language is primarily oral
affect the operation of a"bilingual
program? In home /school relations?
In use of media,fordnformation dissemination? 'In=teacher/parent contact?

4J.

To what extenelsio-socio-economic
ables, the-need=-for people to be bilingual, and their geographical location
influence the trilingual ,programs?

48.. To what extent does the.ethnid composition of ,a community affect cross-cultural interaction in a bilingual program?
Between students? Between
parents? Between community and _school?
49.4

To what extent does a mixed linguistic.':
population in an urban setting, such as
New York, require unique considerations
.n'operating -a bilingual program?

92
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C.

ft

Issues Keyed
to Sites

To,

50.

.

52.

1-10

at extent does' the geographical`,

loc tion of a group of people affect
eation and operation of a biliqgthe
ual program?-,_To what extent does the size of a popu:lation of one Language group affect the
establishment of a bilingual program?

6-10

To what extent does the length of time
a linguistic group has resided in the
United States affect the bilingual pro-

6-10

gram?

qr

53.

Do "newcomers" have unique needs?

6-10

54.

Should language maintenance programs be
instituted to.nwet the immediate transitional needs of immigrants of all ages?

6-lb'

55.

To what extent do-immigrant peopie.tend
to have moreaersonal and'social problems than others, attd how do'these
-affect the achievement and attitudes' of
students?

6-10

56.

To what extent should bilingual program
staff intervene in social, family and
A
.
personal problems?

6-10

57.

Should bilingual programs work more
closely with'social agencies?

6-40.

-58.

-To what extentdo social problems affect
absentee and drop-out rates?

1-10

What methods could be employed to pro -

1-10

mote diisemination ofmaCerials and
techniqmes between programs?
'

',To what extent are special service'proj.ects-and dissemination ceftters used

bybilingual programs?

93
A-6
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A

Issues Keyed
to Sites

61.

Are program needs met by these services?
How could services be:imptoved?

.6-10

62. -Have models such as Service de Liaison
and LETA proven to-1)e effective?
63.

Could similar techniques be employed in
other language programs?

64.

To what extent do programs rel'}, on and

r

ytilize available resources rather than
duplicate them independently?
To what extent does a past history of
exclusionand discrithination as seen in
American laws and practices towards
Asians present unique problems for bilingual programs?

9,10

In particular, to what extent are there
problems in g teing parent support and
community inv lvement; in developing
good self-concepts among Asian children;
in the selection and training'of teachers that are sensitive to effects of
history on Asians and to the myths and
negative stereotypes that have devefeped
in society about Asiarits;, in the

n and/or development of materials
that portray accurately the injustices
C experienced by Asians and the contribu-

tionscthat Asians have made?
)

67.
,

..

In bilingual-bicultural programs where
consideration is (given:Eo.Asian cultures, to' what extentiare,te4chers able
to avoid developing expectations of
'
studehts based on stereotypes?'
c\

'68.

To what extent, do "dr willptexisting bi-

' lingua-bicultural education programs
'for'Asian groups prove to represent.
.acceptablemodels for compliance with
'-'the Lau vs. Nichols decision?

94.
A-7.

9,10

9,10

1

issues Keyed

,to Sites
.

69'.

To what extent are bilingua17bicultural"_
programs responsive to the eilucational
'needs of new arrivals?

-6710

(Th Ate theducational needs, attitudes and

9,10

expectations of- new arrivals different
enough from those of secomi_and third
generation Asian Americans so as to,require special program compliments such as
special materials, instructional strategies, etc.?

4t.

I

Which are d'nique,to'diffbi-ent'Asian
'immigrant groups?

t
.

9,1

Are there special educational problems
such-as previbus levers of schooling,
expectations of!language learning,
socialization, and cultural factors

71.

72, To whabeextent do-recent immigration
patterns among"Asian groupsCreate
acute needs for bilingual bicultural

9,10
.

programs to be responsive to students
of.secondary school age?
9,10

To what extent do values.held 'by Asian
children who are newcomers or the expectations held by teachersaffect ehe

73.

was' -children, respond to directioni
given.by teacherS" and to instructional
o

,

strategies used in the classroom?
,

To what extent is it necessarf.for
planners and teachers in-Rilingual
education programs for'Asian students
to understand'and ap1reciate the cut'

Ati

9,10

t

r.

ture and values of the grailips they
teach?

To what extent is the teacher's'sensi,tivitx:to the useof gestures and acial expressions and tone of voice
important in developing rapport in

9,10

classrooms with Filipino 'cliildren?',

k

95
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.

.

issue's Keyed
to S

To what -extent does the maintenance or
retention of certain Chinesecul
al
values gOse a conflict to C
ese stu..dentsin the process o
earning Eng<,
lish?
77.

to Chinese stuteaching
Wo
erits at an earlier age make learning..
English easier?

78.

To what extent do differences 41.1

_4.

guage structure between Chine0-and
English languages contribute to difiicult-1.es experienced_,by Chinese students

in learning Edglish? To what extent
are methods atd materials available that
can help diminish these difficulties?

W9uld employing informalityrin the
classroom and inducing a more relaxed
atmosphere for learning English be
helpful or detrimental to the more

79.

A

recent art-II/els?

Or should such practices be,-phased in
in o5det to facilitate their gradual.
acquisition of a sedond-language and

80.

4

;

.

(E)

.

' 1

To what extent are teacher attitudes
Mid teacher competencies in.a teaching-.
learning environment iMportant
lingual education programs involving
.
Asian students?
7

t
4

'

82.--To what "extent are, curriculum deve14ment_problems further, complicated by
o
.the inavailability of. curriculum writers
wilo'cart both write the language and
..
have the needed perspective?

".

,

r

83. To what extent Optird-d should' bilingual.
blcultUt;a1:progfamsbe responsive is
different dialects of major languages?

Sr1'20

.

cr 9
.
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Issues Keyed

"7.

to -Sites

/

84.
c

What criteria should be applied in d e'cAding'which spoken dialect should be
used in the classroom as a medium of.s

/instruction?

I.

A
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PROJECT INFORMATION
Program Title
Address
LEA
PR*

Grant Award

Year started

Eipected longevity

Year started under Title VII "
Program Director

1

Expected longevity
Phone

-

Number of schools involved in total program
Name of schools:

Participants
Age range .

Grade levels

Total enrollment"

Enrollment by grade levels

t
Average number of students per class
Number of -English dominant students per school

Number of non-English dominant students per school
Language dominance
Community income level/school: below $5,000
$5,000-$10;000

?ersonnel
NuMber of certified teachers per school
Ethnicity

'

.Time of each devoted to bilingual program '/

Number of certified bilingual ieacheis per school
Ethnicity

Languages of bilingual teachers
. Time devoted to bilingual program

Number of non-certified teachers per school
Ethnicity

'Time devpted to bilingual program

99
.B-1

$10,000-$15,000
above $15;000

Number of- non - certified bilingual teachers per school

Ethnicity

Languages of bilingual teachers
.

.

Number:oY.suport personnel per school
Kind of support personnel
Time devoted to bilingual 'program
Number of. bilingual, support personnel per school

Documents Reviewed (eValukion reports, previous and continuing' proposals.,
meetinfiminutes, etc.)

Other comments

I

A

100
B-2

V

INTERVIETWEE INFORMATION
.

t'

Date

ptervilwee's P6sitiop
Interviewee's approximate age'
A. Z45-25-

B. 2515

C. 35-50

Length of time with the program
Length of time with the school
Ethnicity
I

Member of community served by program
Sectioni of'interview completed
Initials of Interviewer
,

Noteston interview
AM.

4

s,

r
B-3

D. 50-over

'DATA COLLECTIN GUIDE

Program Components
A

Program Planning
Hl

Are there differences in the goals-6f program_planning that result from
' language and cultural considerations?

PP.1.I.

Godls

First year goals
Present goals
Long-range goals
Changes in goals
Reasons for changes

a)
b)
c)

I

:weds Assessment

PP.1.2.

Metnads,'instruments, for assessing needs
Persons or groups involved in assessing needs.,
Seeds priorities

a4
I))

c)

Initial Stimulus for Bilj.ngual 2rogram

re.1.3,

.

-

Previous efforts
Kgy staff
Key community persons or group's

a)
b)
c)

%

PP.1.4.

Panning Process ereforq'program began)
Key persons or groups involved /roles
Major activities'

a)

b)

planning -tasks

PP.1.5.. Planning Process (on going)

Key persons or groups involved roles in major-planning tasks
Major activities
Major changes_in initial plan
Reasons for changes
Provisions for on -going changes

a)
b)
c)

H

2

Are there differences ip approaches for program planning that result from
Niguage and cultural considerations.of target group?

'PP.2.1.' StudentParticipants .
a)

-Selection criteria or process
instruments

Influences in,prpgra4 planning
Federal requirements or, restrictions

4)

B-4

1J2
Ar

State requirements or restrictions
Local requirements or restrictions
Lau vs, Nichols'decision.
Effect bn program

b)
c)

d)

'H

Are there differences in approaches to program planning that result from
soclo-economic, demographic, and environmental variables of the target.
group?

3
.

'\

PP.3.1.

Community(ies)

Number of communities served by prograM
Racial makeup
'
Education level
Focio-economic status level
Language dominance
Number Cf language groups served
Problems

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

PP.3.2.

Characteristics, of Communities
Rural
`
Urban
Suburban
ReServationVillage
Isoldted
Effect on p,ilingual program

a)
b)
c)

d)
e)
f)

PP.3.3.

Environment of , Community

.

.7

*to

,

,

1

Fedgral or state'rrervations

al
-r\

Effect. on filing al program

.-

PP.3.4.

SEudent Articipants
.

'.

Recent immizeants
Monolingual AMerican-born (target language) students
b)
.
Needs
/ Approath to meeting needs
a)

%,

,

.

4

.

A
4

Are there differences in resources for program planning which affect
,
bilingual education projects?

PP.4.1.

Available Resources for program kannfng
a)

Consulants

b), Dissemination centers
Community oigantzationg
National organizations
d)
Other bilingual programs
e)
LEA personnel
'f)
Other federal programs
g)
7

8-5

103

4

No

-

Universities/colleges
i), Parents
j)
Community members.
h)

PP,4.2.

Resource Sharing
a)
b)
c)

PP.4.3.

Personnel
erials
T aining

-LEA Support in Planning Program
,..1)

b)
c)
d).

Money-

Resources
Consultation
Strvices

e)

PP.4.4.

Program Staff Involvement in Planning

Are there differences in costs of program planning which affect the
bilingual program?
r
PP.5.I.
Planning Costs
H..

a)
b)

c)
PP.5.2.

Factors which increased costs
Most expensive items,in planning
Alterations fn program due to costs

Budget Restrictions in Planning
4
a)
b)

PP.5.3.

Federal restrictions
State restrictions'
Effect on program

Development of:Program
a)
b)

fir

Sufficient time
Planning grant in proposal
Sufficient money
Needs,

PP.5.4.

Budget Expansion (hypothetiCal)
a)

Additionsto program

Program Management and AdminiStration
H
1

Are there differences in the goals of program management and administration
that result from language and cultural considerations of the target group?

PMA.1.1. Goes for Program Management, and Administration
a)

b)

Persons involved in setcing'goals
Groups involved in s4tting goals

B-6

104

Are there differences in a roaches to ro ram management and adminittration
that result from language and cultural considerations of the target group?

PmA.2.1.'Director
a)

b)

Selection procedures
Persons or groups involved
Responsibilities
Additional responsibilities different
from others in parallel positions
Decision making concerned with
.

0 Time devoted to program
d)
e)

Length of time in present position
Length.of time in progrm .

FMA:2.2. Assistant Director.
-a)

b)
c)

d)
e)

Selection procedure's

Responsibilities
Time devoted %o program .
Length of time inpresent position
Length 'of time in program

PMA.2.3./.Informal Assistants to Director

..

.

a)
b)

Positions
Roles

'MA.2.4. Advisoty Boards or Committees
a)

Types of bdards or committees
leacher
Parent
Community
School

PMA.2.5. Organization of P ogram Management
al"

b)

Chain of comm
Structure of program management with school. management
Separate from school management
Within structure of schodl management
Coordinated with school'management
,.r
Positive and negative effdcts
.

\PMA.2.6.

Administration's Attitude Toward Biling al,Program (examges)
a)

School administrators (non-Title V

b)
c)

Non-bilingual ,staff
School board

d)

`LEA

I'

Effect-On program

B-7
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2

A

H
3

Are Ihere differences in resources for program management and administration
which result from socieecOnomic, demographic, and environmental variables
of the target-group?
o

PMA3.1. Bilingual Program Administration Site

a)
b)
c)

Located in School
Located outside of school
Distance fromSchool=
Problems related to location

PMA.3.2- Management of Program
a)

H

4

-Management of more than one school
Number of schools
Problems involved

4

Are there differences in resources for program management and administration

.whictiucatiorlaffectbilirl'forthetareeroup._

PMA.4.1. Resources in Program Management.
tr.

'a)
b)

'Resources f om LEA
.

Resources from school or district personnel

PMA.4-2. Resources Needed But Not Available
a)

Reasons for inavailability

1.

H
5

Are there differences in costs in program
which affect the bilingual program?

anagement and administration
a

.13MA.5-.1. Program Man'agement Budget

.

,a),- Most expensive items (besides' salary)
Unusual costs. due to location_of administration site
b)

Factors causing high costs
0

PMA.5.2. LEA Financial Assistance to Bilingual Program,
a)

b)

Materials and supplies
Equipment

4

0 Office space
1

d)

Travel,

e)

Salaries (specify)
Consultants and contracted services

Bilingual Curriculum and Instruction

R

I

10,

Are Chere differences in goals for the' bilingual curriculum and instruction
that result'from language and cultural considerations of the target group?

BCI.1.1'. Bilingual Curricultim and Instruction. Goals
a)

Five most important goals set for this year
e

7

B-8
2

I
di

Five most important long-range goals
Expected time to meet goals
c). Goals for monolingual (target.group) students
d9
Goals for monolingual limited-English-speaking students
&)
Goals for monolingual-English-speaking Anglo students:
4"
f) -Goals for monolingual=EngliSh-speaking (target group) students
b)

.

H
2

Are-there differences in approaches to bilingual curriculum :and instruction
in the bilin ual ro tam that result from lan ua e andAceltural,cOnsiderations
of the target group?

BCI.2.1. Languages- and/or Dialects Spoken.

a) By community members'.
b)
By students
High school age
Jr. high school age
Intermediate grade age
Primary grade age.
4

/

BCI.2.2. ERtlishSpeaking Communiries
a)
15)

..

Desire for bilingual-bicultural education
Need for bilingual-bicultural education

BCI.2.3. Characteristics of Pro rap

.

k

n)
b)
,c)

d)

Bilingual'
Bilingual - bicultural

Bicultural

ESL.

BCI.2.4.. Student Language Dominance

if

a)

Number of monolingual Englishspeakinglstudents
Ancestry

b)

Number of limited-.EngliSh-speaking students'
Ancestry
Number of monolingual ,(target group) students.
Ancestry

c)

jd) Program's response to accomodate different dialects
e)
Program's response to accomodate wide diversity of language
abilities
BCI.2.5. .Instructional Methods
J.

a)

b)

1

Individualized' instruction
Criteria fOr indivi.dualizing instruction
Subject areas
Methods for instruction
Grouping problems
Criteria for grouping
Sdbject areas grouped
Children grouped
Methods_of,instruction.

B-9
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r-

BM 2.6. English Iost6ction,!
Introduction of formal English language-1.68truction,

AO

t.

Ability level
Grade
b)
Instructors
Ancestry
) _MetWods ot,teachini_English
English-dominant students
To (target group) students
d) -Time spent in English InstrdttionFor ErigiiShrdominant students.

a

For(target group) students.
For each consecutive grade level
Increase (how much)
Decrease (Low 'much)
Subject areas using English language as medi0m.of"
instruction
f)- Grade levels'using English as medium of instruction'
e)

la

.
BCI.2.7. (Target Group) Language Instructio n

1
Introduction,pf formal (target-group) language instruction

a)

_Age

Ability level
Grade
Instructor(s)
Ancestry
Methods of teaching(target group) language

8)

,c)

To English=dominant stucient.

,

"d)

To (target group)'students
Time spent in .(target,group) 'language
For English-dOminant students
For (target group) students
For each consecutive grade level
Increase (how much)

Decrease (how much)

,

e) Subject areas using (target group) language as me dium of
instruction
Graded levels Using (t .44etgroup) language as medium of
ff
instruction
BGI:2.8. BilingualEde/cation Patterns
.

6

In programs of this nature
Transitional bilingualism:
the mother tongue is used onry until the childrdn adjust
to school and'are able to follow the academic subjects
in the second language
.
ProgramSof this nature have
Monoilterate
bilingualism:
b)
.
as
a
goal
the
development
of
oral language in the mother
,
tongue and the second language, but reading is taught only
in the second language. Programs with this kind of orien7:'
Cation represent an intermediate stage between language
shift and language maintenance.
a)

.

.

..

.

B-lb

,

f
Partial bilingualism: Erograms of this nature have as an
objective fluencS, and literacy in both languages, but literacy in the mother tongue is limited to some content areas,
preferably those that have direct relation to the culture
...
of the linguistic group
In programs whece full bilingualism is
d) 'Full bilingualisb:
the maingoal, student's are taught talk skills in both lanS
.
guages in all domains
c)

'.

.

.

.

.

BCI.2.9... Curriculum Content
.

a). Cultural customs, traditions, values (target group)
Subject areas
Cultural customs, tragtions',:-values (Anglo)
b)
Subject areas
Cultufal customs, traditeons, values (recent' immigrants)
Special.considerations,
Effect on teaching strategies

Specianneeds
A

4

Program's response to needs
Unique problems
Comparability to regular (non-Title VII) school curri
State or school requirements for curriculum content
.

,

d)
e)

,

lum

BCI.2.10. Self-Concept
.1)

b)
c)

Major. influences in the ciassrooth
Most important influence
Change in student attitudes and behavior
Towards schoOl
Towards self
,

Towards pers,

d)

Towards staff
Towards (target group) language
Towards-English language
Effect bn student attitudes and, achievements
Presence of bilingual staff

,BCI.2.11. Bilingual Curriculum Expansion
a)

b)
c)

d)

113

Grades
Levels
Availability of.funds
Availability off- resources

Are there differences in ap'proaches'to bilingual curriculum and instruction
w4iich result from socideconomic, demographic, geographic,-and environmental
variables of the target group?

BCI.3.1.

Recent Immigration
a)

,

Number of recent immigrants
Country-originating from
Title VII school

a

s

I
b)

c)

Special needs
Language main nance programs
Special instr
Orientation be ore entering program
Instructional-strategies
SpeciA.1 considerations
Unique problems
Programs response to Rroblems
Secondary level immigrants
Accomodation'of immigrants who are above age or.grade
'Level of the Title VII project

Feaibility

,

Problems involved
BCI.3.2.

- Geographic Location of School

Number of schools in Title VII program
Location of sdhoo (s)
community
Odtside commun y
Dis'tance from commdnity
c) ,Student transportation to school
Bus (distance)
a)

b)
,

.

Car .(distance)

Walk (distance)
O
Boarding school.
Adults in residence at school
Number
Role
--

d)

i Ancestry
)

.Problems in geographic location

ft

,
BCI.3.3.

Student Transition From Title VII Prsgramto Regular School
Curriculum content prepafation'
b), Orientation procedures or preparation
Student turnbver
'c)
EffeCt on student, attitudes
Effect, On student achievement
-a)

TCI.3.4.

Student Mobility patterwo
a)

b)

H

4

Consistency of treatment
Project's approach td transient students,

Are there differences'in resources for the target group wfiich affect
P
bilingual curriculum did/or instruction?

BCI.4.1.

Community Resources (HuMtan).,

-

a) 'Availability of people resources.,,
b)

.

Provam use Of resources in hilidgual cureiculumr
1_
., N.

Role

Activities
.

...

,

___, ,-,

,

'r 110
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\

...

f

-
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.

'

.

Community Organizations' Resources

BCI.4.2.

.

a)

b)

,

Availability of organizations or groupl
.Program use of resources in bilingual curricalum
Role
Activities
-

BCI.4:3. 'Community Facilities or Natural Resources
a)

b)

r,/

Availability,
Program usell,of resources in bilingual curricdlum
.

.

.

,.

Activitiesis

)

.

Curriculum Writer(s) or Developer(s),..

BCI.4.4.

a)

AnceSiY

b)

Culturelperspe'ctive
Abilityfi
Problems in acquiring curriculum developers

c)
d)

H_

Are there difference in, costs of,the bilingual curriculum and instruc_tion
whichafffect bilingual education for the target group?
LEA Financial Assistance to Bilingual Curriculum and Instruction

BCI.5.1.

a)

-

Salaries-

Facilities
Instructional supplies and/or'equipment
c)
d). Instructional training and development
Materials (commercial books, media, materials)
e)
Contracted services
f)
Travel
g)
b)

areas and amounts)

BCI:5.2.. Federal Assistance
a)

b)
c)

d)
9

BCI.5,3.

State Assistance (specify areas and amounts)
a)

BCI.5.4.

Title I (ESEA)
Title II (ESEA)
Title IV (Indian Education Aet)
BIA

State bilingual legislation

Bilingual Curriculum grid
a)
'b)
c)

fib

Most expensive items (besides salaries)
Budget increase (hyfothetical)
Addition.s to BCI
Cost each consecutive year
Increased (explain).
pecreased (explain)
Remained same ,,

11.1
l.
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BCI.5.5.

Bilingual 'Cui-riculum

Time anq cost of research
b). Time and cost of development
Time and cost of demonstration
c)
a)

Materials Acquisition and Development _
Are there differences in the goals of materials acquisition and development
that result from language and Culturalconsiderations of the target group?

H
1

MAD.1.1.

Goals for Materials Acquisition and Development
Constraints to meeting goals
b)' Time expected to meet goals
a)

Are there differences in approaches to materials` acquisition and development
that result from language and cultural considerations of the target group?

H)

.MAD.2.1.

A

Language Form

a)" Written.
Writt'en previously, not writteh now
Not written
c)

b)

MAD.2.2.

Language in Written Form'Now
a)

0

b)

c)

4

d)
e)

MAD.2.3.

Developer(s)
Position
Role
Ancestry
Perspective
Results of work
Representative of language and culture
Status of written ford
When developed
Stage of development or refining-of orthography'
Problems in development
Implementation-of written form
When implemented
Stage of implementation
Problems in implementation
Community familiarity, with written form
Classes available to teach written form
Instrdctors
Role/ancestry
Appfoach to teaching language
Frequency of classes
Number of community members attending
Problems in having classes
.ritten Now

Written Previous
Language
a
.

a)

DO/elopers of previous form
Role
AnCestry
B-14
A

1I

C.

b)

c)
d)

Mp.2.4.

Reasons fornon-use

Language Not Written Now
a)

b)

c)

d)

MAD.2.5.

Perspective
Results of work
Representative of ianguage and culture
Status of written form
When developed
Availability of this form

Stage of development.
Key members involved in development
Role
Ancestry
Perspective
Results of work
Oral state to written form
Procedures
Activities
Problems
Linguistic considerations
Problems in developing, alphabet
Dialects
Sounds

Incorporation of oral traditions of (target group):
a)

Procedures

Problems
H3

Are there differences in approaches to materials acquisition and development
which have resulped.from socioeconomic, demographic, and environmental variables of the target group?

MAD.3.1.

Geographic Location of School
a)
b)

Effec;on materials acquisition and development
Proximity to institutional resources
Universities
Regearch centers
Disemination centers
Media centers

c)

Use of institution resources

Resource 'centers

[i*

Are there differences in. resources for.the target group that affect
materials acquisition and development in the bilingual program?

MAD.4.14

Materials ACquisition for English Instruction
a)

Availability of materials
Commercial'and non - commercial

,

.

I

B-15
o

1.: a 3

b)
c)
d)

e)
f)

MAD.4.2.

b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Availability of materials,
Commercial
Other bilingual programs
Other 'codntries (specify which country(ies))
Use of materials
Reviewing and Selection procedures
Persona involVed in reviewing andiselectidg
Adaptation procedures
Problems involved
Stereotyping problemsin available'materials

Materials 'Acquisition (cultural)
a)
b)

c)
d)
e)
f)

g)

MAD.4.4.

.

Materials Acquisition for (target group) Instruction,
a)

MAD.4.3.

411
Use of materials
Reviewing and selection procedurei
Persons involved in reviewing and selecting.
Adaptation procedures
Stereotyping problems in available materials

Other federal'programs in school
Other federal_ programs in the community
Previous bilingual program efforts
Community members
Parents
-Organizations
Limitdtions or constraints in acquifingimaterials

Materials development for bilingual curriculum

a

a) Kind of materials
.Hard -cover books
Paperbacks
Workbooks

b)

c)

Audio/visual materials
Manipulative materials (games, /flashcards, etc.)
Instructional units or modules
Key persons or groups involved in development of materials
Role
Activities
Problems. in developing materials
/t

H
5

.

Are there differences in costs for materials acquisition and development
in the bilingual ro ram of the tar et/ rou ?

MAD.5.1.

Budget for Materials Acquisition and Development
a)

o

b)
c)

d)
e)

Proportion of budget -pent of MAD.
Most expensive items in MAD. (Explain)4,
Unusual costs,,

Development or r fining of orthography
IDevelopment ac vities
Existing needs
Future- needs

/

1.14

c3
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1

MAD.5.2.

Budget Increase (hypothetical)
a),

Additions to MAD

Staff Recruitment and Development
H
1

Are there differences.in the goals of staff recruitment and development'
that result from cultural considerations of the target group?

SRD.I.1. -Goals for Staff Recruitment and Development,
a)

b)
c)
H
2

Most important long.range goal
Most impbrtant present year goal
LengtA of time expected necessary to meet goals

Are there differences in approaches to staff. recruitment'and development
that result from Ian ua e and cultural considerations of thg tar e :rou

SRD.2.1.

Staff Recruitment
a)

b)

c)

d)

Procedures for recruiting staff
Requirements or specifications of staff
Attitudes
Skills
Background
Special considerations ih recruiting
j.
Target group members
Bilingual members
Problems in recruiting, staff

Staffing Pattern (chart)
a)

b)
c)
d)
e)

SRD.2.3.

Percentage of (target groups -staff membes
Percentage of Anglo staff members
Ideal composite staff (explain)
Ayailability of ideal teachers
Availability of ideal.teacher teams

Instructional Staff
Titles
Duties and responsibilities
c) -Labor'dividions
Instructional time
d)
a)
.

r.

b)

e).. Volunteers

f)

Role
,Ancestry
Consultants
Role
Ancestry
.4

11.'5
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SRD.2.4.- Staff Meetings
a)
b)
c)
d)

Frequency
Purpose
Staff attendance k.
Opportunities to exchange ideas, materia ls; techniques.
Planned by school
Individual interest

I

SRD.2.5. Staff Release Time
a)
b)
c)
d)

Staff meetings
Conferenceg or workshops
Classroom preparation
Inservice training
-

SRD.2.6. .Staff Training and Development
a)

b)

Frequency of in&ervice sessions
Length of sessions
Time of sessions
Location of inservice sessions
Problems

c) ,.Instructors

1.

In -house ,staff

Consultants
Universities
d) 'Needs assessment
Provisions for ongoing assessment
SIID.2.7.

Training Sessions
a)

b)

Attendance
All staff
Volunteers
Community
Non-Title VII staff
Content (subject matter)
Undergtapding and appreciation of (target group) language
and culture
Understanding of,methodologies of bilingual' education
UndOistanding oCeducational methods
Training to accomodate different dialects
Training to acdOmodate differen64students langume abilities

c) Methods
Understanding and appreciation of (target group) language
and culture
Understanding of methodologies f bilingdal education
ethods
Understanding of educations
'Training to accomodate dif erent dialects
Training to accomodate different studedts language abilities
V

116
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t.(

SRD.2.8.

Staff'Development
a)

4.

b)

c)

d)

H
3

Motivational techniques
College credits (degree bound)
Pay raise
Payment of tuition
Self-improvement classes (not directly :795.?..cted witty'

performance in classroom)
School
ly
Unive
District
Status of certification of teachers
Length.of time expected to meet full certification of staff
Certification problems
Problems in staff development

Are there differences in approaches to staff recruitment and development~
which result from socioeconomic, demographic, and environmental 'variables
of the target group?
L

SRD.3.1.

Staff Recruitment.
a)

Geographic location of school
Teacher incentives to come ro area
Problems in location

SRD.3.2. 'Teacher Training Institutions
IG

a)
'13)

c)

SRD.3.3.

Proximity
SMpportiveness of program
Expertise to train teachers for bilinguaj. program

Home Visits

-

I

a)

b)

Opportunities for teacher/home contact
Structured (mandatory, planned)
Non-structured (optional, unplanned)
Key persons involved
,Bilingual instructional staff
Anglo instructional, staff
Bilingual support,staff
Director
,

N.

.

H

4

c)

Frequenc'y of visits

d)

Purposer visits

Are there differences in the resources for staff recruitment apd dev ei(747611
which affect bilingual education for the karget group?
t

.1010°'

SRD.4.1.

State or local laws
a)
b)

.

-c)
d)

_;

Recruitment procedures
Selection procedures
-Training procedures
Effect on bilingual, program"
B-19,
".
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I

SRD.4.2.

1:

Availability of Staff
Volunteers
a). Community members
LEA staff
b)
Organizations
c)

SRD.4.4., Turnover Rate of Teachers
,a)

H
5

Problems

Are there differences in costs of staff recruitment and development which
affect bilingual education for the target group?

SRD.5.1.

Instructional Salaries
a)
b)
c)

SRD.5.2.

Percentage paid by Title VII .
Percentage paid by LEA
Percentage paid by other (specify)

Inst ructional Salaries
a)

Schooregulated

b)

Project regullted
State regulated

c)

Discrepancies in
.

a)
b)
c)

Certified instructibnal staff
Non-certified instructional staff,
Bilingual staff

a) Non-bilingual.staff
SRD.5.4:

Budget for Staff Recruitment
a).-Unusual'costs
Budget increase (hypothetical)
5)
Additions

R.

Parent and Community Involvemen;
H

1

Are there differences in the goals of parent and community involvement
Oat result from language and cultural considerations of .the target
group?-

PCI.1.1.

Goals for Parent and Community Involvement
,a)

b)
c)

Procedures- for establishing goals
Key person involved
Evaluation of goals .
Instruments
Frequency

118
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d)
e)

PCI:1.2.

Community Control (Policy maki
a)
b)
c)

d)

PCI.1.3.

not nenessaril

financial)

Long-range goal
Desire in community
Feasibility.
Constraints

Advisory Committeeks)
a)
Types
Membership
b)
Ethnil.makeup
c)
Chairmdh.
d)
E)

PCI.1:4-

Progress in meeting go =1s
,
Constraints in meeting oals
s-Programs response

Respond3hi3ties
DecisiOn-m4ing powers

Advisory Committeec) Meetings

c)

Language(s) used to conductmeet.ings
Frequency of meetings
Announcement(s)
Type
Purpose (activities, meetings, progress)

d)

Location of meetings

e)

.Time ,scheduled

f)

Attendance
Members only
Open to public
Staff
Purpose.of meetings

a)
b)

Languages) us d
4

-

',g)

H
2

Are there differences in approaches to parent and community involvement
which result from language and cultural considerations of thaptarget group?
411P

PCI.2.1.

Language Dominance of Community.

"PCI.2.2.

Parent and.Compunity Irivolvement
.

a)

Procedures, for gettingparentloommunity involvement
AnnounceMents,
NeWspapers
Radio
TV
Active solicitation
Adyisory-cOmmittee(s)
Areas of Participation
Program planning
CUrriculum development
Instruction
)

13)

'..'
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c)

Materials' development
Staff training
Evaluation
Activities

Programplanning
Curriculum development
Instruction
Materials development
,
-Staff training
Evaluation
d) .Varticipants and Role (starget group)
'community organiiations
comMunity members.
Parents
_

-

Extended- family

Adult.EducationClasses

PCI.2.3.

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Subject areas
Frequency
Location
Attendance
Methods

PCI.2.4.

Effective Methods for Increasing'Parent/Community Involvement=

PCI.2.5.

Problems: in Getting Parent/Community Involvement

Effett of Involvement in Progtam
.

a)
Sh)
c)

d)

policy change
Instruction
Staff attitude
Student-self-concept

.

Change. in attitudes, behavior, achievetent
Dropout, and absenteeism.rates..,
e)
f). Student 'enrollment patternS

PCI.2.7.

Effect oeinvolvement in Community
a)

b)
c)
d)

.

Attitude change,
CrOsS-cultural exchange
A;./areness of school

Interest in educational matters

re there differences in approaches to 'Parent and community involvement
varlables.
which result from socioeconomic, demographic, and environmental
of the target group?

PCI.3.1.
-0

Location of School and Community
-a)

b)

Problems'''

Effect on .involvement

120
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PCI.3.2.

Immigrants
..

,

.

a}

-

b)
c)

'

.

-.,

,

PCI.3,3.

p

Special services or information
Referrals to social service agehcies
Orientation procedures
.

Parental Mobility

'
.

_

a)
Transiency problems-,
.b)4 Effect-on student

H

(

Are the e differences in resourceifor parent and community. involvement
which ffect the'bilingual program?

4

f

PC'I.4.1.1 Facilities Available for Parent/Cormilunity Involvement
-a)

b)

PCI.4.2.

Adult education classes
Matefials
Instructors
Advilbry group meetings
Activities
Resources

0

Additional Resources Necessary for Paient/Community Involvement
fa.

H
5
.

Are there differences in costs of parent and community involvement in
the bilingual program of the target group?

PCI.5.1.

PCI.5.21

Budget for Parent/Community Involvement
a)

Proportion of budget allotted to parent / community involvement

b)

Most expensive items inparent/Community involvement

Budget Restrictions and Effect on Program

a)
b)
c)

Fede al agencies (Title, VII)
State agencies
LEA
-

.

PCI.5.3. 'Budget Assistance for Parent/Community.Involvement
a)
b)
c)
d)

4

PCI.5.4.

Federal agencies (besides Title VII)
State agencies
LEA
BIA

Budget Increase ',hypothetical)
a)

Additions'

r-
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Program'and Student Evaluation

.

/.

H
I

Are there differences in the goals'Of program and student evaluation that
result froalanguage and cultural considerations of .the target group?

PSE.1.1.

Goals df Program Evaluation

PS5.1.2.

Goals of Studeot EvalUation

P411.3.

Requirements for Evaluation
a). Title VII
4
State
LEA
c)
Effect on programs
,

0

b)

PSE.1.4,

Removal of Restrictions and/or Requirenients (hypothetical)
a)

Changes in program and student evaluation
f

H
2

Are there differences in apprit, oaches to program and student evaluation that
result from language and cultural considerations ,of the target group?'

PSE.2.1.

Program Parts Assessed
a). Planning
Program 'Management and administration
c) Bilingual curriculum and instruction
d)
Parent/cominunity involvement

,b)

e)

Staff

f) Staff recruitment
g)

PSE.2.2.

Staff development

Ualuation of,Program
a)
b)

Instruments
.
Appropriateness
Selection of instruments
_Procedures
Key persons involved

c) Frequency of assessment
d) Agency or persons contracted
e) 'Key persons involved
f)
Changes in'program
PSE.2.3.

Student 'Evaluation
A)

Instruments
Standardized
Criterion-referenced
Teacher made
Parental advice

122.
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A

S

Use of instruments
Achievement
.
Language dominance
Attitude (self concept)
kills in subject-areas
c) -Selection of instruments
Key persons involved
Procedures
d)
Development of instruments
Key persons involved
Procedures bit- development
Validation of'instruments
Prediction of.instruments.
Language used
Approp9ateness of instruments
Problems in developing instruments,
Problems in student evaluation
e)
b)

a

PSE.2.4.

Pupil Progress
a)

b)

C)

Assessment recerds
Type
Reports to parents
.Conferences,
Report cards
Phone calls
.Community liaison peison

a

Languge(s) used ir.reporing

:..

q
U-

Program Recommendations fA Program evaluation
re there differences'in approaches which result from socioeconomic, demo-

..--

p4k4.

hic, and environmental variables for the target group?
Student Educational Needs
1

a)
b)

Assessment procedures
Key/persons involved
.

Community Educational Needs
,

,

a). AssessmenE procedures
Key persons involved
b)
.

.H.
.4-

- ,

'Afe.there differences in the resources for program and student
evaluation in the bilingual program?
,

.

;:

-

PSE.41:'..'Avatlability

.
of.'

PSE.4.2.

ApprOpriate Ittsri.ients
.

'

)

.

.

EvIelpation Agencies or Evaluators
a)

Need'- .f

b)
c)

Staff training1or, evaluation

'1.2a
4
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V.

H

5

Are there differences .in costs of program and student evaluation
in the bilingual program?

PSE.5.1.

Budget Assistance
a)

b)
c)

PSE.5.2.

Development of Instruments
a)
b)
c)

PSE.5.3.

Title VII
LEA
State
Other federal programs

Unusual costs.:'
Training staff
Consultants

Continuation of Bi4ngual Program
a)

b)

Anticipated funding source
LEA
State
BIA
Digtrict
Other federal prpgrams.
Financial capabilities of funding source

c)--: Attitudinal support of community
d)

Attitudinal support of LEA

12/I
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C.

Data Collection Guide For Use
With Parents and Community Members

C

Community - Impact

-t
H

Is there an impact in the community as a result of bilingual education??
1

Ci.1.1. Identification
a)

b)
'c)

d)

Respondent's ancestry
Fespondent's language dominance, usuage
Residents in community, length of time
Age, sex

CI.1.2. Relationship.to Project
a)

Connection to bilingual project

b)

Involement.in project
Attendance at project activities
Participation as volunteer

c)

d)

CI.1.3, Knowledge of Project
a) ,Familiarity with project and staff
Sources of communication with project,t
What do they know of project, how do they know it

b)
t)

Attitudes Towards Education

CI.1.4. 1)
a)

b)

.

Feelings toward their own education
Feelings towards their Children's education
Attitudes Towards Bilingual Education

2)

.

a)

Value of bilingual education

kW
z)

Choice of bilingual educatidon'
Changes in attitudes tower' s education resulting from

bilingual project
tffeCt.oe;Parent/CoMmunity Invet vement in Program
'a)

b)
c)

.

Policy change
InStructioA
Staff.attitude

0 Student self-concept
e)

f)

Change in attitudez, behaviors,achievement
Drop-out and absenteeism rate.
Student enrollment ,patterns
Non-enrolled students
District exchange.
.
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.CI.1.6. Effect of BilingualPrbgram in Comiatiunity
a)

Attitude change
Other ethnicgroups
Uie of language(s)
Awareness of scboo4,-

b)
c)
d)

Interest in educational mLers
Cross-cultural exchange
Attendance at adult classes
Participation in bilingual prograt

-
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